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Introduction
Prefatory Statement
This volume, in a general Nvay, is
dedicated to conservation— more
precisely to the conservation of a
particular natural resource, the
forests of the nation. It is unique in
its approach in that the concern is
with the human factor in the
destruction of forests through fire
in a particular region---the South. 1
There is nearly total agreement
that forest products are not only
vital to the maintenance of our present "quality of life" but are growing ever shorter in supply.
Nevertheless, there are those who
engage in practices that greatly
diminish the available and potential supply of marketable trees.
The focus of attention in the discussions that make up this rather
detailed docimient is one of these
incendiarism or
practices
deliberately set forest fires. In essence this volume is a report on the
sociological research that has been
publicly supported and conducted
with the objective of learning more
about how to conserve our national

—

of the following situational factors
that set the parameters for the
studies made:
First, it must be understood that
the research reported on was accomplished almost exclusively in

Louisiana and Mississippi. These
states were selected for the work for
several reasons— the fact that in-

cendiarism is a serious problem in
both states; the fact that the areas
of incendiarism in these states
were considered somewhat typical
of such areas in the rest of the
Southern region; the fact that there
were professionals available and
interested in studies of fire in the
two states; and the fact that close
cooperation existed between the
Forest Service and the State
Forestry Commissions of the two

there never

areas than in others. All in all, it
appears that fire-setting is more a
matter of cultur^^ than of socio-

demographic characteristics. One
therefore has to be careful not to
assume that communities in a
general geographic location will all
follow one pattern related to firesetting.

Fourth,

much

of the research
conducted at
State University and

USDA

states.

Louisiana
Mississippi State University
through cooperative projects with

Second, a clear distinction must
be made between accidentally set
and deliberately set fires. Accidentally set fires such as those
resulting from burning debris or
campfires are not the concern of

report.

The

concern

this

of this volume must
proceed from a certain perspective
if he is to make the most enlighten-

specifically with fires deliberately

ed interpretations of the methods
and findings presented. This
perspective includes a knowledge

Third, some communities have a
history of fire, while other communities in the same general locali-

'

some places
was an open range
tradition, for example, and
programs of fire prevention seem to
have been more effective in these
sociological factors. In

summarized

forest resources.

The reader

way this is a strange
paradox, but it is explainable in
terms of both historical and

ty do not. In a

set

is

on land owned or controlled by

others.^

was

USDA

Forest Service. In this
possible to provide
research assistantships for a considerable number of graduate
students. Each of these students
the

way

it

was

produced a thesis or dissertation on
work he did on projects designed to
learn more about fire-setting practices in Louisiana and Mississippi.
These theses and dissertations
provided a substantial source of information for this volume.

The South as defined here includes: Alabama, Arkansas Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, MississipNorth Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.
,

pi,

^Important sociological research has been conducted in other parts of the nation besides the South, parWest by the Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station.

ticularly in the

^An incendiary fire, as defined by the U. S. Forest Service, is a fire willfully set by anyone to burn vegetation
or property not owned or controlled by him and without consent of the owner or his agent. See Glossary of
Terms Used in Forest Fire Control, United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Agriculture

Handbook No.

104,

Washington, D. C, August 1956.
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Why

Sociological Studies?

It is not unfair nor out of order to
pose the question, "why should the
Forest Service sohcit and support
sociological research?" The answer
to this question provides a fitting
introduction to the discussion that
follows. It also provides an opportunity to present and define
sociological concepts that have
relev£mce to what might be termed
a "people problem."
No longer than 12 to 15 years
ago, most of the forest fire research
in the United States was directed
toward the technical aspects of actively controlling fire, primarily
suppression and control. Long
before this time it had been determined that the great majority of
the forest fires were man-caused
and a large percentage of these
fires were deliberately set. Said
another way, each year many
millions of dollars worth of forest

raw materials were being
destroyed by

fires,

the origins of

which were traceable to man's activity and not natural factors.
Faced with this fact, it was

The Dimension

of the

be

obtained

from

ministrators of the fire prevention
program in the Forest Service to
turn to social scientists for help. In
the Southern region, the first move
along this line occurred in the mid

However, this effort was
short-lived and was phased put in
1930's.

A

the early 1940's.
second, more extensive and intensive effort was
initiated with the establishment in
1962 of a cooperative research

fire-

occurrence statistics, (Table 1.).
From 1962 to 1972, an average of
110,879 fires occurred each year on
land protected by forestry
agencies— ranging from a high of
145,920 fires and 3,317,188
protected acres burned in 1963 to a
low of 98,947 fires and 2,282,481
protected acres burned in 1972.
Man-caused fires ranged from a
high of 92 percent of the total in
1969 to a low of 85 percent in 1972.
What is even more appalling is the
fact that, nationwide, more than
one-fourth of the fires were
classified as incendiary.

imperative in the face of a growing
population which places relentless
pressure on a limited supply oi\
forest lands.

The second

specific purpose of

stems

this report is to inform. It

from the fact that very

known about

the

little

is

sociological

research that has been done in the
interest of preventing or minimiz-

ing uncontrolled and destructive

agreement between the Southern man-caused forest fires in the
Forest Experiment Station and the Southern region. The challenge
Social Science Research Center at that we accepted was not only to
Mississippi State University. The
work form the substance of the various discussions
that follow.
details of this

present

is

designed to serve

findings

the

of

these

studies, but also to explain their

rationale

and

the

conceptual

firameworkand methods employed
in

This volimie

their

message

implementation.
in

report
clear— the

this

is

One
un-

The first— mistakable and
USDA
and perhaps most important
Forest Service, £md more specifical-

two

specific purposes.

-

purpose is to remind us all that ly the Southern Forest Experiment
forests and woodlands represent a Station, has been innovative in usmajor natural resource and that ing sociologists to fulfill that part
there is a public charge to preserve of its mission related to providing
and utilize this resource as wisely the nation a continuous supply of
as possible. This charge becomes timber.

Wildfire

Man-caused wildfire has always
been a serious problem in the
United States. Evidence of this fact

can

logical, if not traditional, for the ad-

Problem

Wildfire statistics for the South
are even more alarming in that this
region has more fires and a larger
percentage of mgin-caused fires
than does any other region of the
country. For the 1962-1972 period
the Southern region had an annual
average of 57 percent of the
nation's fires. Only once in the
eleven-year period did the region
have less than 50 percent of all fires
occurring in the nation. An
average of 98 percent of all fires occurring in the South during the
eleven-year period were mancaused and 39 percent of these were
incendiary.
Statistics clearly

show that

in-

cendiarism historically has been

2

and continues

to be the primary
problem in the South. For
1968-1972 period, the two

wildfire

the
leading

fire causes in the region
were incendiarism and debris burning, accoimting for 38 percent and
28 percent respectively of all fires.
These two causes accounted for 74'

percent of the total protected acres
burned, incendiarism 52 percent
and debris burning 22 percent. The
evidence leads to the unmistakable
conclusion that the fire problem in
the South is distinctly different
from that of other regions of the
country. In short, the South has the
most extreme manifestations of the
incendiary wildfire problem in the

United States.

table

Number

1.

of Forest Fires on Protected Acres

in

and

the United States

the Southern Region,

by Cause, by Year, 1962-1972.
N urn be

r

of Fires by Cause--

%
Camp

Debris

Incen-

Equip- Rail-

burning

dlary

ment

road

Children

fires

Smoking

3,304
1,647

17,766

2,463

10,996

26,378
15,654

24,299

6,237
2,809

ND
ND

11,565
2,062

4,218
2,073

24,521
15,297

38,756
22,608

41,429
33,332

8,208
3,846

7,887
1,338

3,954
1,639

15,455
7,212

26,252
13,000

25,431
18,917

8,730

3,404

1,128

1,468

16,517
10,667

22,882
14,834

10,232
774

3,666
1,377

16,807
10,353

10,335
1,057

3,405
1,700

9,066
1,469

8,233
885

Lightning

%

So.

Region

Mon-

%

of total

caused

caused

Man- Incen-

Misc.

Total

ND
ND

11,447

104,908

3,530

61,398

ND
ND

ND
ND

17,223

145,920

5,180

84,398

57.8

82,336

97.6

39.5

3,353
2,902

ND
ND

ND
ND

12,025
2,929

99,357
47,937

91,470
46,599

92.

48.2

97.2

25.6
39.5

26,860
21,275

6,734
2,775

ND
ND

ND
ND

15,441

4,608

100,568
56,755

56.4

91,838
55,627

91.3
98.0

28.7
37.5

26,726
17,659

28,388
23,170

8,509

ND
ND

ND
ND

15,400

109,728

99,496

4,412

60,931

55.5

60, 157

90.7
98.7

25.9

3, 186

16,844
12,168

28,253
18,847

33,116
28,943

8,763
3,748

ND
ND

ND
ND

13,046
5,573

113,762

29.

63.3

103,427
70,979

91.0

72,036

98.5

40.2

2,986
1,247

17,162
11,690

31, 192

32,417
26,873

8,382
3,800

ND
ND

ND
ND

16,511

117,716
70,010

59.5

108,650
68,541

92.3
98.0

27.5
38.4

3,489
1,590

14,753
10,128

27,652

31,383
26,077

8,437
3,455

ND
ND

ND
ND

13,558

107,505
65,432

99,272
64,547

92. 3

29.2

60.9

98.6

_39.9

diary

1962

U. S.
So. Region

10,596

29, 180

58.5

94,312
58,935

90.0
96.0

27.8

92.

28.4

39.6

1963

U. S.
So. Region

134,355

1

1964

U. S.
So. Region

1

1965"^

U. S.
So. Region
1966
U. S.
So. Region

38.0

1967
U. S.
So. Region

1

1968

U. S.
So. Region

19,677

5,254

1969

U.

S.

So. Region

18, 128

5, 169

1

1970

U. S.
So. Region

12,804
1,293

3,822
1,146

14,500

28,337

9,565

19,348

30,925
25,218

3,406
1,722

6,824
2,703

7,652
2,626

8,153
4,077

116,423

67,698

58.

I

103,619
66,405

89.0

26.6

98.

37. 3

1

j

1971

U. S.
So. Region

10,475
1,364

3,600
987

12,367
8,039

24, 969

16,659

27,593
21,097

3,465
1,496

7, 135

7, 114

3,060

2,737

8,122
3,375

104,840
58,814

56.

1

94,365
57,450

90.0

26.3'

35.9
1

1972

1

•jfD to

So. Region

Average
1962-1972
U. S.
So. Region

1,791

609

6,255

13,823

10,396
1,418

3,579

16,063
10,215

27,495
17,294

24,682
19,702

3,589

L.
con
jVJ
O,

7, 137

1,242

2,665

30,128

6,735
2,816

6,826
2,809

2,642

8,019
2,506

98,947
51,235

7,301

12,631

110,879

2,668

4,238

63,331

85.4
"6.5

24

51.8

84,516
49,444

90.6
97.8

27.

57.1

100,484
61,911

.

38. 5j

i

Source: Wildfire

1,408

Statistics, Division

24,446

3i

38.6,

of Cooperative Forest Fire Control, Forest Service, U. S.

Department of Agriculture.

The Overall Research Plan and Strategy
When

funds

were

first

made

available for sociological research
into the problem of man-caused
wildfires, a preliminary investigation was conducted in Mississippi
and Louisiana to determine the
dimensions of the problem at hand.
This reconnaissance made it clear

that a major step-by-step effort
would be required to obtain the
answers sought. Moreover, it was
obvious that the problem was of
such a nature as to require considerable time to fully investigate.
The research program was planned
(in a rather informal way) in light

3

of these considerations. The
strategy devised and implemented
may be described as follows:
The first research phase was an
obvious one— a determination of
the areas in Louisiana and Mis-

where fire setting was considered to be a serious problem.
sissippi

Available systematic records made
possible the tabulation of fire occurrence by locality (parish or
county) and time of year. Attempts
were made to locate the areas
where incendiarism accounted for
a large percentage of total fire occurrences. Information on the
number and distribution of incendiary fires removed the element of
speculation as to the locations of
the major fire problems.
The next logical research question was, 'Svho set the fires and

why?" The answers

to this ques-

tion could not be obtained from
data already available.
field sur-

A

vey was called for, and was planas a second major step in the
overall research effort. In planning
the approach, we developed
tied,

questionnaires

use in interviewing a sample of persons living
in areas where fires were common.
The interview questions were structured to a large extent, but still
allowed for probe techniques.

Once

it

occurred,

for

was known where fires
who was likely to set

them and the reasons for fire setting, we initiated an investigation
designed to determine why
previous programs and efforts to
encourage fire prevention had not
been more effective. The first step
was to determine the access that

persons living in areas of high fire
occurrence had to mass media
types of communication. Next, an
attempt wsis made to determine the
frequency and type of fire prevention messages sent via mass media.
One of the procedures for this
part of the study was in the nature
of an experimental design. The purpose of this design was to determine how persons living in areas of
high fire occurrence and in areas of
low fire occurrence reacted to
messages via the mass media, to
symbols such as Smokey the Bear
and to miscellaneous other fire
prevention messages such as those
delivered by road signs.
The next step in the research
process was designed to determine
what strategies might be used to
more effectively convey the fire
prevention message. This study
phase had two aims— the first was
to identify the so-called influentials
in

communities of high

fire

oc-

The logic of this was that
a fire prevention message delivered

currence.

by a respected fidend or neighbor
would more likely be heeded than
one heard over the radio or read in a
newspaper. The second aim of this
phase was to determine how ideas
and attitudes relative to fire setting
were transmitted from one person
to the next and what accounted for

the differences observed in families!
and communities. This included interviews with youth to determine

what
fire

had relative to
and from whom they,

beliefs they

setting

had obtained their beliefs.
The follow-up to the research accomplished to this point was planning and implementing a program

of fire prevention in selected communities where fires were frequent.
After this program had been in ex-i
istence for some time, its effectiveness w£is evaluated.
Other research was planned and
carried on concomitantly with the
studies just described. Primarily,'
these related studies had two||
purposes— the first was to determine the number and nature of,

:^

,

,

organizations

with

forest-fire-

prevention objectives in the study
areas. We wanted to generate infor^
mation that would lead to concerted and integrated action on the
part of all groups interested in
reducing wildfire occurrences. The
second purpose was to determine
how laws and regulations relating
to forest incendiarism are enforced.
These investigations were inspired
by the apparent infrequency ol
arrests and convictions in connection with what some have called
"woods arson.""

''The sociological research sponsored by the Southern Forest Experiment Station is still in process. The last
study completed before this volume was written dealt with methods for assessing forest fire risks in given
areas. The research currently being planned follows in logical sequence the work already accomplished. The
general approach is an intensive participant observation study in areas where problems continue.
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The Socio-Cultural Setting

of Incendiarism:

The Conceptual Framework
The Theoretical Perspective
It may appear to the uninitiated
observer that social scientists go

about their work without an overall
conceptual framework in mind.
This is not— or should not be the
'case. For the fire prevention studies
-

'described here, the overall concep'tual

was perceived as

picture

from the expectation of members of
a larger social entity such as a community, region or society. For example, the members of a local community or group within the community may practice fire setting
behavior, which is considered
wrong by the Forest Service,
representing the larger national

follows:

society.

A

basic sociological principle is
that man must organize; that is, he
fmust learn to work in concert with
Ihis fellow men if he is to survive. In
[accordance with this principle, peo!

live, work and play
members of groups.
jThey remain group members in
;ple

everywhere

'primarily as

|good standing so long as they prac-

behavior acceptable to those
whom they associate. Thus,
behavior ("acts") becomes the
tice

.with

analytical focus of the sociologist.

Problems become manifest when
the behavior of an individual is
contrary to that which the
members of his group have come to
expect.

By

the

same token

behavior of a group

may

the
deviate

The

sociological aspects of forest
prevention can be compared to
other aspects of forest pathology
through the use of a simple model
(Folkman, 1967, p. 11). This model
fire

has three parts, the first of which
conceives of an insect, a virus, a
human, etc., as the agent (here, the
fire agent) of pathology that is the
source of the problem. The second
is

the host, the tree (or forests) to

which the agent is attracted and
upon which it produces harm. The
last concept in the model is that of
the environment within which the
host exists, and includes
characteristics of the physical setting and the social climate which

encourage or allow the agent of
pathology to exist.
The above model can be used to
conceptualize fire prevention
research. The persons setting fires
are obviously the agents of harm,
which must be imderstood and controlled. Understanding this
"agent" requires development of
intimate knowledge of the environment, in this instance the social environment, which provides a
favorable setting for fire. The
research problem falls into focus at
this point, in that it becomes clear
that the beliefs and attitudes that
support or condone fire setting
must be determined. This is no
more and no less a research
problem than attempting to learn
the life patterns of a harmful insect
or the characteristics of a harmful
disease organism.
This brief account leads us to a
consideration of the history of the
use of fire in the Southern region
and to the specific concepts and
terms--the analytical units--that
the sociologist uses in his studies.

The Cultural Perspective
no way to understand culture is the embodiment of ways
problem in the of thinking, feeling and actingwithout a ways that have been historically
region
Southern
knowledge of the cutural history of derived and that make it possible to
There

the

is

incendiary

part of the nation. In its
broadest sense, culture refers to the
behavior patterns, attitudes,
values, and material objects that
men employ to cope with their environment. Said another way,
this

human

behavior.
before the advent of the
white man in this country, Indians
predict

Long

used wild fires to maintain a
balance in the forest favorable to
their

subsistence.

5

Hansbrough

has called the deliberate
burning done by Indians the
primitive management of a food
resource. He elaborates by noting
that the Indians used fire as a hunting aid, to clear the underbrush to
(1963)

facilitate visibility

and travel, to in-

crease the growth of plants, and to
prepare seed beds. Ecologists and

foresters,

it

is

noted

by

Hansbrough, agree that Indian
modified the species composition of southern coastal plains
fires

forests,
and created extensive,
open, park-like woods free of undergrowth.^
Various practices the Indians
employed in the preparation of
land, the tillage of crops and the
rotation of fields were adopted by
the early settlers in the Southern
region. As time passed, additional

benefits were derived. Hansbrough
identified the major economic uses

of

fire

as the region developed

(1961, pp. 40-55)

and

clearly iden-

tified
the significance of this
heritage (1963, pp. 23-24):
The use of fire in the economic
pursuits of the people as a
primary laborsaving device for
clearing the forest and disposal

of brush and litter to encourage
grass to grow for cattle pasturage

are customs which are an integral part of the economic
history of the South.
Fire-setting is a custom that has
been predicated largely upon the
assumption that timber is either
an undesirable barrier to land
use or, at best, an expendable

commodity secondary

in imporother
land
uses.
In the
tance to
course of time, aggravated by the
practices of a migratory lumber
industry, it has become accepted
as normal behavior by many people of the South. It has been only
within recent times that woodsburning has come to be defined
by some people as deviant
behavior.
Therefore, we find in the South
forest agrarian groups whose
culture pattern favors woodsburning because of longstanding customs arising out of

the social and economic needs o]
the people. In a sense, these peo
pie have not yet learned tc

dislike

fire. It is because of this
that man-caused forest fires are
still a constant threat to forestry
in the South. In fact, the persistence and/or threat of wildfire, arising out of a frontier or

pseudofrontier
remains the

way

of

life,

outstanding

obstacle to timber growing
many areas of the South.

in
j

Memy foresters (and others) are!
inclined to underestimate the
present-day importance of the
history of fire in the Southern
region. However, the incendiarj
problem cannot be explained
meaningfully otherwise nor can
the dimension of the problem of the
future be fully understood outsidf
of this perspective.

Wildfire Acculturation

as a Continuing Process
sociological parlance,
is a term that refers to
the process through which the individual obtains a knowledge of the
ways and things which are approved in his society— that is, his
In

socialization

cvdtural heritage. One's language,
dress, modes of addressing others,

views toward religion, and manner
of contemplating woods-burning
are all acquired as part of socialization. Socialization, as a rule, takes
place primarily in the home.
However, every group within
which the individual participates

and literally everyone with whom
he comes into contact contributes
something

to his behavior pattern.
prevention research planned, accomplished, and reported
here was based on the assumption
that the socialization process accoimts for and perpetuates the
wildfire culture. The following two

The

fire

were made to test this
assumption
Older Youth and Their Parents
Hold Similar Views on Local
Issues --In the first study designed

more negative

to test the effectiveness of the
socialization process, older youth
(of high school age) and their

represented direct control to thi
youngsters and their reactioni
were stronger than those of thei'

parents in a high
area were asked

elders.

studies

fire

occurrence

their

feelings

about fire-related issues (Welch,
1970). After careful questioning of
the older youth it was concluded
that parent-child attitudes were
basically the same on four important issues. These issues were: attitudes toward burning the woods,
beliefs about why the woods should
be burned, attitudes toward land
ownership, and attitudes toward
paper companies. In each of the
above instances the responses
tended to support a "burning"
culture. The yoimgsters were even

their

feelingi

Pre-Teen Students Reflect th
Behavior of Their Parents--The se
cond study conducted to test th

was planne<
well younge
been socialized to ai

socialization process
to

determine

how

children had
appreciation of fire

prevention

This study involved fifth-grad
students in a school located jus
across the Louisiana state line u
Texas. The students were fi'om twi
areas, one a high fire occurrenc
community and the other a low fir
occurrence community (Dickersoi

and

Klein, 1971).

^For a detailed account of Indian use of fire, see Hansbrough, 1961, pp. 29-40.
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in

than their fathers on a fifth issuetheir attitudes toward governmen
agency representatives. Apparent!
ly government employee;

The interesting discovery from
the above study was that socialization does register at an early age.
The students from the low fire occurrence community were more active in the woods and in hunting

and

were

much more

fire-

prevention minded. They had more
.knowledge of correct hunting and
camping techniques and were more

knowledgeable about fire rules
than were students from the high
fire occurrence community. It is
Significant that the schools in the

occurrence community in,cluded more fire prevention in-

low

fire

.struction

These

and

findings

programs

material.
emphasize that

textual

aimed

at

younger

children are worth considering in

planning

future strategies to
reduce forest incendiarism.
The findings of the above studies
have important implications. The
first is that the fire problem is not
likely to die of its

own

some have wished. In

accord, as

fact, certain

of the feelings expressed by youth
may well indicate that they are
even more negative in their fire
prevention views than their elders.
Their more negative attitudes
toward government agencies imply
that the programs of these agencies
have not been successful in gaining
the support of local youth. With
this fact in mind, it can be predicted
that the fire problem will continue
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unless the attitudes of local people
are somehow changed. Once adults
change they can be expected to

change
change

their children.

Of

course,

can also be
brought about through education
programs outside the home. In this
regard, the actors in such social
systems as family groups,
neighbor groups, and school
groups are the agents of socialization for each new member added to
the group. These new members, be
in children

they children or adults, must subscribe to the beliefs and sentiments
held by their fellow community
members in order to remain in good
standing with them.

Characteristics of Residents
of

High Fire Occurrence Areas

'Hotspot' Areas
in

Louisiana and Mississippi

Woods fires do not occur random- Delta or hardwood area having the southern
Louisiana and Mississippi, or, lowest rates. The largest concentra- adjacent

ly in

for that matter, anywhere in the tion of "very high" rates consisted
Southern region. There are definite of a block of 18 of the southern-most
'Tiotspots" that consistently show coimties. A second "very high" conup in fire statistics year after year. centration consisted of three counOf the 79 protected counties in ties in the extreme northeastern

Mississippi, 23 had fire occurrence
rates (niunber of fires per onemillion acres protected) classified

as "very high", an average occurrence rate of 408 or more fires
per year for the eight-year period
(Figure 1.) Fourteen other counties
had rates classified as "high", an
average amnual occurrence rate
ranging from 283 to 407 fires. Thus,
a total of 37 counties in the state
were classified as having "high" or
"very high" fire occurrence rates,
an average of 283 or more fires per
year for the eight-year period.

comer of the

state. Over one-half,
or 46 of the 79 protected coimties in
Mississippi had average fire occurrence rates classified as
moderate or higher— 207 or more
fires per year.

The fire concentration pattern in
Louisiana was generally the same
as that in Mississippi, only
perhaps more severe (Figure 2.) Of
41 parishes (counties) under protection, 14 had "very high" fire occurrence rates. However, there
were two outstanding areas of concentration. One consisted of a block

The major fire problem in Mis- of eight parishes in the central part
sissippi was concentrated in the of the state. The other consisted of a
southern third of the state, with the

Tlie

block of five parishes that border

Mississippi. This block is
to the block of 18 Mississippi counties that had "very

high"

fire

occurrence rates, thereby

making the concentration area
very large indeed. State lines are
only an arbitrary bisection of an
area of "very high" fire rate concentration.

Knowledge of areas of high fire
occurrence made it possible to plan
the studies described in this report.
The research had three major
specific aims in addition to the
general objectives given in The Introduction: to determine if persons
in high incendiary areas exhibited
a particular set of socio-demo
graphic or socio-economic charac
teristics; to determine if persons in
these areas held values and attitudes that are readily associated
with fires; and, to provide informa
tion on the patterns of communica
tion and social control that
characterize these communities.

Socio-Personal (Demographic]

Cliaracteristics of Residents

of Higli

Fire

Occurrence Communities

A standard

practice in
determine
what might be termed the sociopersonal characteristics of populations under study. This is done
because the personal traits of individuals such as their age, sex,
education, income, and race, are
important independent variables
that account for or explain certain
sociological studies

is to

patterns of behavior. It is simply a
matter of knowing that younger
persons will behave differently
from older persons, as a rule, and
that persons with lower levels of
living and education will behave
differently from those with higher
levels,

and so

on.

All of the studies reviewed indicated that a very small percent-
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age of the persons living in a given]
area are actually involved in incendiarism. There are several reasons
why only a few persons set fires:
most individuals do not have
many are
reasons to set fires;
genuinely concerned with the
destructive potential of fire; and
some, no doubt, are responsive to
the possible penalties for burning
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Figure

1.

Forest Fire Occurrence

by State Protection

in Mississippi,

Units, 1966-1973.
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Figure

2.

Forest Fire Occurrence

in

Louisiana by State Protection Units

1966-1973.
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the land of others. Nevertheless, it
that the residents of high
fire
occurrence areas must be
culturally attuned to fire setting as
an acceptable practice, or this practice would not occur to the extent it
does. Said another way, the studies
show that inhabitants who do not
follow recommended forestry practices related to burning have certain negative attitudes toward fire
prevention and/or controlled burning (Baird, 1965, pp. 13-14). By
this token, although fire setters
may be few in number in high incidence communities, they can
practice fire setting with the
assurance of at least the toleration
of their activity because community members subscribe in some
degree to the beliefs and /or attitudes that motivate the fire setter.
Heads of Households^ Tend to be
is clear

Older in Incendiary Areas
et al. reported that

Jones
one of every
-

three males was over 60 years old in

occurrence community
whereas only one of
every five males in Louisiana was
that old (Jones, Taylor, Bertrand,

a high

fire

in Louisiana,

1965).

The median age

for

heads of

The

fact that people tend to be

areas of high fire occurrence suggests that programs of
fire prevention and conservation
must be designed to reach a mature
audience. Such an audience is likely to hold basic attitudes and
values that were formed at an
earlier age and thus may be opposed to forest conservation practices that have evolved in recent
older

in

years.

Heads of Households Tend to
Have Less Than a High School
Education---ln

the

communities

was unusual to find a
household head who had an adstudied,

it

significance for the dissemination
of fire prevention messages and for
public relations programs. Such
communications, obviously, must
be in language that is understandable to an imsophisticated audience.

appears, on the basis of the investigations completed, to be
around 63 years (Bertrand, Heffernan, Welch and O'Carroll, 1970;

Orientation- "ResiderYtiel mobility
tends to broaden one's experience
£md is likely to acquaint one with
new and different ideas about
things and places. In this light, it is
logical to assume that those persons who had a so-called
cosmopolite experience would have
more appreciation for forest conservation. It is thus significant to

Bertrand,

1965;
1965).

Taylor,

This

is

approximately eight years

more thsm the average age of farm
operators in Louisiana and Mississippi.

The Use of Census Data
Higli

Fire

persons

having

different

Heads of Households Tend to be
Unemployed or Underemployed,
Retired, or in Unskilled
Occupations -In each of the study
areas a large number of household
heads were not working away from
their homes. In one study (Jones, et
al, 1965, p. 15), two-fifths of the
men interviewed were unemployed
or retired. In another (Hansbrough,
1961, pp. 173-174), 30 percent of the
persons interviewed were retired

Heads of Households Tend to be and /or on welfare. Judging from
Localite in Their the findings of the studies in areas

households in incendiary areas

Hansbrough, 1961; Baird,

with

orientations.

VEUiced level of education. In fact,

seldom were more than ten percent
of the adult respondents high
school graduates (Jones, et al.,
1965, p. 13). This finding has

Highly

Jones,

learn that heads of households living in high incendiary areas tend
to be life-long residents of these
areas. In one study (Jones, et al.,
1965, p. 14), eight of every ten
household heads interviewed were
lifelong residents of the study area.
In a second study (Hansbrough,
1961, p. 174), not only were the majority of interviewees lifelong
residents of their communities but
the majority of their parents were
as well. It is easy to comprehend
why traditions persist when there
is little opportunity for interaction

in

with high

about three out
adult males were
employed in imskilled jobs; only
one out of ten was in a white collar
fire rates,

of every

position.

ten

Farmers,

definition sense,

in

a census

made up from one-

tenth to one-third of the population
of these areas. Again, the above
findings indicate a low level of sophistication.

Identifying

Occurrence Areas

The apparent importance of
demographic and socio-economic
variables in characterizing high
fire risk has led researchers to
attempt to devise ways of identifying high fire occurrence areas

from a simple scrutiny of census
data. In one study, a researcher
analyzed data for 30 pairs of contiguous counties in states in the
Southern region. In each pair of
counties selected, one had a high

occurrence rate and the other
fire occurrence rate, according to an arbitrarily determined ranking (Johnson, 1968).
Demographic and socio-economic
data were collected for the 60 counfire

had a low

The head of a household is typically also the head of a family, but he may be a single person living alone or
with no other relatives. Bureau of the Budget, Household Survey Manual (Washington, D. C: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1969, p. 6).
^
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m

ties

and

classified to permit

com-

parisons.

finding of the above
study was that forest fire occurrence rates increased as population density increased. This finding corroborated two other investigations (Cole and Kaufman,

The

first

1966, p. 29; Hansbrough, 1963, p.
26) that found forest fire occurrence
to be directly correlated with the increased pressure that a higher density of population places on land
and other natural resources. A second finding of the Johnson study
was that forest fire occurrence
rates increased as the proportion of
white rural non-farmers in the
population increased. This too was
a corroboration of previous

research findings of Cole and Kaufman (1966) and Hansbrough
(1963). The third finding was that
areas tend to have higher fire rates
where the population is older. This
finding is in keeping with the findings of studies done in individual

An

communities.

interesting

fourth finding was that forest fire
occurrence rates increased as the
proportion of the population that
was urban increased. The incidence of forest fires seems to be
greatest in the growing urban
fringe populated primarily by
migrants from rural areas. These
migrants tend to include individuals who were prone to set
fires in their previous locations.
However, there are more fires of ac-

cidental origin than of deliberat€
origin in urban fringe areas.
Another finding derived firom th€
study of county data was that farm
ing activity as measured hy
percentage of labor force engaged
in agricultural pursuits, was
associated with lower fire rates. Bj
contrast, both income and educa
tion tended to be associated with
higher fire rates. These findings
are in keeping with the discovery
that high population density and
rural non-farm residence are
associated with more fires. Persons
living in rural areas but employed
in industry or in cities tend to have

higher education and higher incomes, but apparently are more
prone to be high forest fire risks

Socio-Cultural or Attitudinal Characteristics
of

Residents of Areas of High Fire Occurrence

Culture is a concept for understanding meaningful interaction between two or more people.
Interaction always takes place

within the framework of commonly
accepted ways of thinking and acting. It also reflects the knowledge
that the individual actors have of

the physical (man-made and
natural) world about them.

Members

of sub-cultural groups

forestry agencies

and woods burn-

ing. This climate of opinion is un-

derstood as representative of the
total populace in high fire areas
and not just of persons who set
fires. In this regard, an individual
may be negative or uninformed on
one point, but well informed and
positive on another. The important
fact is that, when a substantial
number of persons express a given
view, this view can be considered
as embedded strongly in the local

have peculiar ways of behaving
which stem from their beliefs,
values, and attitudes that are not culture.
shared by the majority of the
An attitude, as used in this
members of the societies to which volume, is a "tendency to act" in a
they belong.
particidar way. An attitude results
The questions that we posed to from the socialization experiences
persons in high fire rate com- (and the values derived from these
munities were designed primarily experiences of an individual or
to probe for attitudes related to group and can be thought of as havforestry practices and views ing three components: cognition,
related in a general way to forest affect, and behavioral intention
fires.

The

idea

was that a person

who was concerned with
would also

trees

be concerned

(Triandis, 1964).
In probing for

attempted

attitudes,

we

determine the level of
about the useless destruction of knowledge of an individual, such
trees. What might be termed a as
his notions regarding the
"climate of opinion" was sought benefits or harm of fire. This was
about forestry, forest conservation. considered to be the individual's
likely

to
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"cognitive map" or his perception
of the situation. In the course oi

questioning, we determined
whether there was a feeling (usually emotional to an extent) that fire
is good or bad. This was identified
as the affective component, or
value aspect, of the attitude and
provided a clue to behavioral intention; that is, whether or not a fire
would be set if and when circumstances offered an opportuni
ty. The same type of questioning
determined behavioral tendencies
relative to conservation practices
or other "positive" aspects of forest
management and development.
Sometimes there is a lack of consistency in the components of an
attitude held by a person. For ex
ample, one may find that Mr. X is
fully aware of the value of trees as a
natural resource and is actually
following certain management and
conservation practices. Yet, he
may also express views favorable
to the uncontrolled burning ol
woods. Such an obvious contradic
tion is referred to as "cognitive dis
sonance," meaning that there is an

inconsistency between

knows and what one

what one

is likely to

do

(Festinger, 1957).

Residents Tend to Believe That

Forestry

is

Worthwhile

Economically - Frograms designed to show the value of trees as a
natural and economic resource and
to encourage conservation and
management practices have been
in existence for a number of years.
In fact, it is hard to imagine anyone
who has not been exposed to this
type of message. It was for this
general reason that the directors of
several of the sociological studies
to discover how widely
known and accepted the view was
ithat forests were a valuable
natural resource and should be conserved and wisely managed.
The conclusion that can be
drawn from the above type of investigations is that many persons,
even in the areas of highest fire incidence, subscribe to the belief that
forestry is economically
worthwhile. For example, as many
as three-fourths of the heads of
households in a Louisiana area of
high incendiarism felt that forests
were important to the local
economy, and almost the same
number felt that planting trees was
a good investment (Bertrand,

sought

Heffeman, Welch and O'Carroll,
1970,

pp.

8-9).

An

even

larger

percentage of respondents (some 91
percent) in a study done in a Mississippi area of high fire occurrence
expressed generally favorable attitudes toward forests and forest

conservation (Baird, 1965, p. 8).
This same general attitude was
recorded in a study done as early as
1960 (Hansbrough, 1961, p. 179).
From the above findings, one

wonders why fires are set. The first
answer seems to be that what apparently is a growing attitude of
appreciation for forests is still not
enough to counter
traditional, deeply internalized
beliefs. Also, cognitive dissonance
seems to be in evidence. At one and
the same time that residents in

strong

.

1

high

fire rate communities perceive
the value of trees, they also feel
some benefits are derived from
burning the woods. These benefits,
of course, do coincide in some instances with those recommended
by professional foresters.

Residents Tend to Have Ambivalent Views Toward Tree
Farming -The assumption that
persons who have positive feelings
about forestry as a legitimate
agricultural endeavor would not

condone

forest incendiarism
prompted probes for attitudes and
opinions sympathetic to this view.

An

interesting discovery was that
majority
of the residents of high
a
fire occurrence areas expressed
favorable feelings about tree far-

ming. Hansbrough (1961, pp. 179183) foimd that three out of four in.terviewees indicated they were in
favor

of tree

farming.

Yet,

as

Hansbrough intimates, it may be
more significant that 25 percent of
the persons he interviewed were unfavorably inclined toward the
growing of trees. He accented this
interpretation by noting that those
persons who said they were in
favor of growing trees almost
always qualified their statements
in such a way as to indicate low
priority for forests as a crop.
The evident conclusion from the
above pattern of responses is that
forests are not considered as important as other crops in areas where
the woods are burned. In the view
of local residents a threat to a
man's com or cotton crop or to his
livestock apparently would draw
much more concern from his
neighbors than a threat to his
woods. In this light, it can be concluded that tree farming is approved, but not given a high status.
In short, there often is a basic
economic conflict between forestry
and other types of farming, especially if the farm is small (Baird,
et al, 1969, pp. 27-28).

proach used to determine the
climate of opinion relative to forest
incendiarism was more direct. It involved asking specific questions
about the use and misuse of fire.
The results of these investigations
again make it clear that there are
always shades of opinion and

knowledge in

fire

setting

com-

munities.

Two out of five heads of
households interviewed still felt
the woods should be burned annually (Jones, et al., 1965, pp. 1920). One of every three heads of
households in the same study no
longer believed it necessary to bum
the woods at all. Seven out of ten of
these heads of households expressed the feeling that woods
burning should be regulated by law
and an even larger number (85 percent) believed that persons who set
fires carelessly or deliberately
should be held legally responsible.
Thus, local residents project the
feeling that they are becoming
more aware of the importance of
forest conservation but are still
considerably tradition-bound in
their thinking.

Residents Demonstrate an
Awareness of the Seriousness of
Incendiarism --In keeping with our
hypothesis that residents of communities with high fire rates are
aware of the serious nature of
woods burning is the finding that
they are almost imanimous (93 percent) in insisting that fires are set
by persons who lack awareness of
the dangers of woods buming
(Jones, et al., 1965, p. 21). More
than four-fifths of those inter-

viewed agreed that a large percentage of wild fires are set through
carelessness (Jones, et al., 1965, p.
22). However, there is some doubt
that the above expressions reflect
true feelings, since as many as 25
percent of the same heads of
households believed that most peo-

Residents Hold Varying Views ple in their community knew who
Regarding the Desirability of set fires. In technical jargon, the
Burning of Woods— A. second ap- above findings suggest socio-
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ambivalence— a phenomenon which is evidenced when actors attempt to relate to two distinct
reference groups that have

logical

different norms.

The above responses to questions
about woods burning clearly indicate that there is a degree of both

favorable and unfavorable opinion
toward the control of fire in rural
communities. On the one hand, it
appears that residents in such communities have undergone considerable change in their beliefs
within recent years. On the other
hand, one cannot be sure how much

being given to hn-i
proved practices for the benefit of
interviewers and research teams.
There is no doubt that a hard core
of community dwellers continue to
"lip service" is

agree that fire is useful and
necessary and that fire setters
should not be outlawed.

Ideas and Beliefs About Forestry Agencies

and Their Personnel
not imusual for a client or
group to react in a
negative way towards the represenIt is

"target"

and/or public seragencies. Reports that

were asked about forestry agencies
and their personnel, a small but
hard core of interviewees expressed

tatives of control

rather strong negative feelings.

vice

lustrations

representatives of forestry agencies, such as the U. S. Forest Service and state forestry commissions, have been received or
treated less than cordially are not
uncommon. For this reason

attempts were

made

to

determine

the attitudes of individuals in fire
setting areas toward these agencies and their representatives.
Residents Verbalize Favorable
or Mildly Critical Opinions of

Forestry Agency Personnel- -The
majority of persons in areas of high
occurrence verbalized senfire
timents that are in the main
favorable or at least positive
toward forestry persons (Jones, et
al, 1965, p. 18; Baird, 1965, p. 13).

However, while they had nothing
in particular against the agencies

and their personnel and even praised some of their work, they not infrequently felt that they did not
benefit the small farmer or small
livestock operator a great deal.
There was also a tendency to think

such work represented
another class of soft government

that

job (Bertrand, Heffeman, Welch
and O'Carroll, 1970, pp. 12-15).
In each instance where questions

of

II-

unfavorable

statements, quoted from a Mississippi study, are (Baird, 1965, pp.
29-30):

Their work is the most messed up
thing I have ever seen. It is unjust for the farmers. It costs the
farmer too much for what he gets
out of it. If you want to burn off a
patch, it costs to get help. We
shouldn't have to pay taxes and
then pay to have them come out
and help us burn off. If you let fire
get away it costs you and if you
get help it costs you.
I am not stuck on it myself. They
interfere with people's business

conversations with neighbors oi
friends who know about the work oi

such agencies.
A large majority of residents ol
high fire occurrence areas are nol
only aware that representatives oi
forestry agencies are present hi
their communities but have hac

some contact with them. In

tht

study conducted by Jones et al.
only 15 percent of the respondents
said they had never had occasion tc
know or to speak to a represen
tative of a forestry agency (1965, p
17). However, probing indicatec
that those who did know agency
employees tended to interact wit!

them relatively infrequently.
fact most of the interviewees in

Ir

th<

communities studied appeared un

too

able to give correct name and posi
tion identifications. This patten-

lumber.
Residents

suggests that there is an awareness
of the presence of forestry agencj
personnel but little comprehensior
of their mission.

much. I am uneasy about the
whole deal. The loblolly pines
they set out are no good for
Indicate Little Understanding of the Activity of
Forestry Agency PersonnelThere are at least three possible

ways

for residents to get to

know

We conclude that people living ii
high

fire

pecially

incidence areas are notes
positive or negativ«

towards

about forestry agency representatives and their work. The first is
through personal acquaintance
with forestry personnel, the second
is through official contact with
such personnel for one or another
reason, and the third is through

forestry agencies
However, they are prone to be ig
norant about their work and tf
classify them as just another typ
of government bureaucracy whicl
occasionally meddles in their al

Said another way, in rural

of the outside world and participate
less in the affairs of their com

fairs.

Concluding Statement
The findings presented make

it

clear that demographic variables
are useful indicators of forest fire

risk.

areas where residents are older,
less educated,

have less knowledge munities, they are likely to be mort
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adherent to a fire culture.
Moreover, the beliefs £ind attitudes
of residents in high fire incidence
communities and areas make it
clear that culture is the overriding

explaining incendiary
fact that there is a
considerable sentiment for burning
and that employees of forestry
agencies and their work are not
factor in
behavior.

The
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known and understood undoubtedly accounts in large part
for the continuing high rates of incendiarism.
well

The Motivation and Identity
of the

Incendiarist

government

obliterate the once prevalent feel-

where they

ing that it is acceptable and right.
This feeling can and does persist in
given individuals, especially older
persons. For example, Hansbrough
notes that 62 percent of the interviewees in a study he conducted in
a high incendiary parish (county)
readily admitted that the fires in
their parish were set on purpose

Some of the cultural patterns
that persist in certain areas can be
traced to historical times when certain practices had more relevance
than at present. In this sense the
setting of fires represents
something of a cultural lag. Other

agencies or large
private land holders. Whatever
their rationale, the reasons for firesetting make sense to the incendiarist and to others in the areas

stems from a direct action approach to the handling of
grievances, such as the dissatisfactions that arise from practices of

The fact that a behavioral
pattern may have outlived its
usefulness for a majority of the pop-

fire-setting

Reasons

for

down

handed

from

one

generation to the next and which
provides ample justification for incendiarism to the person who has
internalized the

treat.

The Open Range Tradition—
Several studies showed that
livestock

owners,

significantly

more often than non-owners,
that burning should not
regulated

in

This feeling

felt

be
communities.

their

readily associated
as the open
range tradition guid the traditional
use of fire for preparing range for
grazing. This tradition is of suf-

with

what

ficient

is

is

known

impact

to

be

termed

a

cultural heritage and may be explained historically as follows.
In most incendiary areas in
Louisiana and Mississippi, the
timber industry was the predominant activity when the lands were

opened to use and exploitaThe income of people during
these times was primarily from

first

tion.

does

not

completely

(1961, p. 180).

Setting Fires

Altogether, four major reasons or
motivations for deliberately setting fires on the land of others
emerged. Each of these reasons can
be traced to folklore or behavior
which has traditionally been approved. Said another way, a reason
for setting fire is a manifestation of
a culture trait or pattern which has

been

ulation

live.

However, as
the forests were cut out, local
residents had to look for other
sources of income. Some of them
purchased plots of cutover land for
their homes and to graze livestock.
They frequently found their usually small holdings insufficient for
the needs of their cattle, sheep gmd
hogs. It was a natural development
for them to allow their animals to
range on the large blocks of land
held for speculation by absentee
owners and corporations. As time
passed the cultural pattern now
referred to as the "open range"
came into existence. This pattern
was characterized by the belief that
anyone had customary "rights" to
range or graze livestock and to use
the land for himting, cutting
firewood, etc. if it was not fenced,
forest-related work.

though it was owned by
someone else.
The notion of open range was
easy to maintain more or less as an

even

inalienable right so long as the
owners of the range did nothing to
prevent use of their land. In fact,
the first 30 or 40 years after the turn
of the century were characterized
by such an open range orientation,
which included the practice of using fire in practically all of the
areas in Louisiana and Mississippi
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where

fire

is

a problem

(Altobellis, undated). Fires

today
were set

in late winter or early spring to

make

the range produce "good"

grass.
It may be noted that a social
problem does not exist until a condition is so defiined by a substantial
number of people. This is clearly exemplified by what happened in
open range areas arovmd 1940. At
this time, original stands of timber
were essentially exhausted and the
thoughts of large land holders, i.e.
the owners of the so-called range,
began to be turned to reforestation.
Once trees were planted, they had
to be protected— especially from
fire. It was at this time that uncontrolled burning assumed the nature
of a social problem. It was a practice which could not be readily
stopped because of having so long
been a part of approved and
accepted behavior (Hansbrough,

1961, pp. 240-241).

Our point here

is

that the tradi-

tion of burning other people's land

was established and justified on
the basis of the land being open or
free range. This practice, in a
manner of speaking, became part
of the folkways-"the right vv^ay to

behave.
rationale

This
of the

explains
"latent"

the

incen-

diarist, who expresses himself in
such terms as, "This land don't
belong to nobody," or "This land
ain't being used anyway." Such

feelings are intensified

when

the

open range has existed through the
lifetime of one or more generation
of the incendiarist's family. They
explain, at least in part, the subculture of fire.
Aesi/ieiics ---Incendiarists are
motivated by aesthetics (Hansbrough, 1961, p. 241). One learns
his or her sense of appreciation for
things or experiences through the
sociaUzation process. What is considered desirable, beautiful or good
is thus closely related to what one
has been taught as desirable,
beautiful or good (Bertrgmd, Heffernan, Welch and O'Carroll, 1970, p.
10). This applies to the setting of
forest fires and some of the motives
of the incendiarist are foimd in the
reasons of aesthetics (Hansbrough,
1961, p. 241).

A second, perhaps less readily obvious target is the company,
admitted, aesthetic motivation agency, or other privately owned
appears to be the pleasing smell of land. Fire does the trick. In some
smoke. In quite a few instances it reports, such fires are referred to as
was easy for interviewers to detect "spite" or "grudge" fires because of
a clearly nostalgic reference to the their revenge nature.
"good" smell of smoke when the
woods were burning, or to the fact
Eradication of "Harmful" or
that it didn't seem right not t6 smell "Obnoxious"
Insects or
smoke at certain times of the year. "Varmints"— It is a common belief
The third reason, which has at in some areas that fire serves to
least a peripheral connection with eradicate such inhabitants of
aesthetics, is the fascination of certain persons with fire itself. Obviously, this is the motivation of
the so-called "arsonist," who sets
fires simply for the pleasure he
derives firom watching the fire and
the efforts of fire-fighters. Such a
reason is never openly disclosed,
but past experience indicates that
it

has and can accoimt

for

some

fires in forest areas.

Revenge

or

"Spite"

Investigations have revealed that
some residents in woods burning
areas deeply resent encroachments
on their traditional way of life

The first aesthetic reason for setting fires is the notion that the land
has to be kept "clean" to make the
area "look good." Hansbrough
suggests that this orientation is
associated with "clean-field" farming and thus represents a culturally related trait. He notes, "The
'pine-bush' to the rural resident represents a sign of poverty
and depression" (1961, p. 214). He
makes this association, apparently, because of the overgrown conditions he sees on abandoned or
nmdown places. One can see how a
strong sense of tidiness, or of what
appears desirable in the way of
beauty, might prompt the setting of
a fire on someone else's land.

wooded areas as ticks, chiggers
and snakes (Bertrand, Heffeman,
Welch and O'Carroll, 1970, p. 9).
This belief

is

sufficient cause for

some to set fire on their land or land
other than their own. Typical com-

ments, which have been heard by
foresters for years, include:

Fire keeps rattlesnakes out and
helps keep the bugs outta my
corn, and gets rid of the ticks.
Fire gets rid of bugs and snakes
and just makes the woods
cleaner.
There spears to be only a short
respite fi'om insects, snakes, and
small animals from this sort of
preventive action. Nevertheless,
the eradication idea is deeply

(Hansbrough, 1961, p. 243). A deep
resentment is felt when formerly
free range is fenced, or when rental
charges are made for use of public enough entrenched to accoimt for a
lands, or when owners of leind used certain number of fires set in some
as free range seek to restrict the communities.
usage of their land in order to plant
Other reasons for setting fires
trees.

In the local culture of the

rural

commimities

takes

direct

action

studied,

against

enemy. Since the enemy in
stance

only

is

as

"faceless"

one

an

this in-

and known

"the

Lumber Company"

or "the
government agenmust be sought

cy,"

revenge
through property destruction. The

The Identification of High

Fire

are occasionally heard. Some of
these relate to making an area
more accessible for hunting, while
others range from a hope of parttime employment as a fire fighter to
the pranks of teenagers. However,
none of these behavior patterns
appear sufficiently often to justify
classification as a major motivation for setting fires.

Risl(

Individuals and Communities
Culture has no significance for
behavior imless there is someone to
"bear" it. This is why individuals
or groups are termed culture
bearers and culture transmitters.
In this context, the reasons (or

motivations) given for setting fires

simply

represent

detectable

aspects of a given person's or
group's culture. Put differently, for
these cultural components to have

more than an academic
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interest to

those involved in fire prevention,
they must be determined to be important factors in the behavior of
individuals or groups. For illustration, a person may be aware of why
fires are set but he does not have

for burning were to make his
turkey's nests easier to find, to

knowledge as a part of his
identity unless he encourages, condones or sets fires. It

get rid of ticks

was

rattlesnakes.

this

cultural

reason that attempts
were made to identify the bearers of
an incendiarist culture, as particular individuals and as community groups.
The "Profile" of a High Fire Risk
Individual -It was not possible for
us to determine conclusively
whether a given person was an incendiarist, but we could determine
who departed from acceptable
views regarding burning of woods.
for this

We

identified these latter individuals as "latent" incendiarists
or high fire risks (individuals who
supported beliefs related to burning).

and

a few

The Characteristics of "High

careful to
point out, however, that he
always tried to burn after a rain
so that the "big timber" would
not be hurt.

Risk " Communities— Kven though

terms

In

of

his

was about average for the community. He had an eighth-grade
education, owned 25 acres of
woodland, belonged to one
organization, and was not mentioned by anyone as a leader.
His remarks concerning the
activities of the various forestry
agencies indicated a lack of
knowledge about their respon.

.

.

and

prevention and forest conservation; they did not interact a great
deal with persons outside their
communities; they were less integrated into their larger communities; they tended to be older
and less educated, and most of

isolationists in their

social isolates (that

is,

others).

After a careful consideration of
respondents whom they considered
illustrative of individuals

who were

setting risks, Baird and
Doolittle (1969) gave the following
case description:

high

fire

The respondent
was a 67
year old retired logger. He owned
80 acres of land and leased an additional 80 acres of adjacent land
.

.

.

owned by the state. He had lived
in the community for 35 years,
but his father had homesteaded
The name of
respondent was mentioned
by a state employee ...
"bad" about burning.
in

the area.

this
.

.

.

as

In addition to being a reputed
high fire risk, this individual expressed a sympathetic attitude
for woods burners and admitted
to having set fire to non-owned
woodland himself. His reasons

personal

characteristics, this respondent

sibilities

they interacted infrequently with

to kill

He was

The characteristics of "latent incendiarists" were: They consistently held attitudes negative to fire

them were

programs seldom reached latent incendiarists.

operations.

respondent and his wife
appeared to be somewhat
This

community
They attended church
outside the community, and did
not name any community
relations.

residents

when asked with whom

they visited. The man related
two or three instances which
might be regarded as "run-ins"
with neighbors.
Once the characteristics of potential incendiarists were determined,
it was possible to conclude that this
type of deviancy was not unlike
other types of law breaking in rural
areas, in that the acts were individual rather than the work of
organized groups. It was also evident that this individual had derived his ideas about burning through
the socialization process;

parents

and

transmitted to

him

i.e.,

others

his

had

the ideas which

he expressed. These findings, in
of

themselves, represented
something of a breakthrough in the
understanding of forest incendiarism in the areas under study.
Such knowledge makes it possible
to cast the causes given for burning
into a more plausible perspective. It
also provides an explanation for
the apparent failure of many
prevention programs, in that these
£ind
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fires are set by individuals, the rate
of fire occurrence varies greatly
firom
one rural community to
another in Mississippi, Louisiana,
and other areas. Awareness of this
fact led those planning sociological
studies to seek reasons for such
differential areal patterns. The
results of the investigations
emphasize that the whole problem
of forest incendiarism can be placed into the cultural perspective.
In one study, two communities
within five miles of one another
were selected for comparison
because the first had a low fire rate
and the second had a high fire rate
(Griessman and Bertrand, 1967).
These communities included approximately the same number of
families, covered about the same
land area and both were located in
the heart of a vast stretch of pine
forest land.
Findings from the study indicated the following important
differences: members of the community with a high rate of fire occurrence, as compared with!
residents of the community with a
low rate of fire occurrence, were
characterized by lower levels of
education, an unfavorable evaluation of activities of foresters, an
identification with the lower social
classes and greater use of open
range for livestock grazing. It was
also concluded that the members of
the high fire rate community were
less nationally and internationally!
oriented in their reading and ex-

perience.

The above findings provide a
substantive clue to the characteristics of communities oi,
residence of fire setters. They are
obviously more likely to be found in
commimities where the level ol
sophistication is relatively low and
economic activity is geared to subsistence farming

and

cattle rais-

ing. This conclusion substantiated

the findings of an earlier study
designed to determine the personal
characteristics of so-called "forest-

cooperators"

A

(Baird, 1965).
forest-cooperator was designated
as an individual farm ovmer with

woodland and who had a Soil Con-

servation Service farm plan on file
in the local office. Such persons
were assumed to be for forest conservation and against uncontrolled
burning. By comparison to non-

cooperators,

cooperators

better educated,

were

had more sources
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of income, had higher levels of living, participated in more formal
organizations, and had more contacts with representatives of
agricultiural agencies.

The Communication and Dissemination
Prevention Messages

of Fire
It

is

quite

munication

is

obvious that comat the heart of fire

prevention. With this thought in
mind, sociological research projects were designed and carried out
with the objective of obtaining
answers to three questions: were
people in woods-burning areas
receiving the fire prevention
messages of the fire control agencies; why were these messages apparently ineffectual in preventing

and what was the most effective way of communicating such
messages to such a public?
Human communication can be
defined as a process by which infor-

to motivate (Kuhn, 1963, p. 1). Communication related to fire prevention messages has aspects of both
information and motivation, but
tend to emphasize the latter.
It is not enough, of course, to
simply transmit a message. If commvmication is to be effective, the set
of meanings included in a message
must be so clear that the person or
persons for whom the message is
intended attach precisely, or nearly

same meanings to the signs

fires;

so, the

is transferred from one individual or group to another. The
purposes for communicating are
varied but can be combined into
two general classes— to inform and

and symbols used as did the sender
of the message. This was and is a
source of the problems related to
fire
prevention messages. The
language and pictorial and other
symbols used in fire prevention
messages did not convey the ideas
to the fire-setting publics that they
were intended to convey. Symbols

mation

Potential of
for tlie

sometimes have a deeper meaning
than their obvious connotations.
Certain words or pictures, for example, take on unique and different
meanings for some persons—
Smokey the Bear did not "project"
as well in the high fire areas as he
did in the low fire areas studied.

The problems of communication
commonly recognized but often

are

ignored by those with messages to
communicate. The purpose of our
research was to determine whether
much of the communication effort
being expended was worthwhile.
The test of communication is feedback and the performance of firesetters in certain communities did
not indicate a positive response to
fire prevention messages. This was
the research challenge.

Mass Media

Communication

of Fire Prevention

Messages

Information obtained indicates
that almost every individual in fire
setting communities has access to
set and to some type
a radio or a
of printed material. In the communities studied more than four

TV

out of five families, even in the
poorest areas, owned a TV set in
working order and very few did not
have a radio (Griessman and Bertrand, 1967, p. 11). About twothirds of the adults in so-called
"target" communities also read

newspapers

and/or

magazines

regularly.

A final mass media source for fire
prevention messages is signs or
posters placed along roads, in store
windows or in other public places.
Access to these messages will be

dependent upon the frequency with
which individuals use the places or
facilities where the signs or posters
are. However, a conspicuously located message will come to the
attention of almost everyone in a
community sooner or later. Obviously, the mass media have a
high potential for reaching forest
fire setters.

The

Dissemination

Prevention

Material

Merfia— Investigations

of

Fire

Mass
were made
via

discover how fi*equently fire
prevention messages were included
in the programs of radio or TV
stations and in the offerings of
newspapers. The setting of these
investigations was communities
with high fire occurrence rates.
to
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Careful

study

of the

files

of

newspapers reaching into
high fire occurrence communities
revealed that about eight percent of
the issues of a daily paper over a
typical

period carried a fire
prevention message ( Altobellis and
Shilling, 1966). Weekly papers had
a slightly higher percentage of
issues with prevention messages
during the same period, ranging
from nine to 18 in the papers
studied. Prevention messages were
most likely to appear during the
fire season (October to April) gind
were more likely to include a caution or plea than any other type of
five-year

message.
A survey of local radio and television station programs indicated

that all occasionally used fire
prevention spot ad material in
public service slots. However, none
did so on a systematic or planned
basis. No radio logs were available,
but the representatives of radio
stations estimated they used fire
prevention spot ads fi-om once a
month to as little as once or twice a
year. Furthermore, all claimed randomness of timing of broadcasts.
study of the logs of TV stations
indicated that from 3.0 to 5.5 percent of their public service an-

A

nouncements during a year were on
prevention topics. Their announcements were likely to be
programmed before 10:30 a.m. or
after 10:30 p.m. The number was
relatively constant on week days
and the frequency of broadcasts
decreased on Saturdays and Sundays.
fire

The

signs were placed in strategic
places (for hunting, near dumps,
near recreation areas) but were frequently vandalized. There was no
indication of their effectiveness.
Apparently, non-permanent signs
were not considered too satisfactory and were distributed rather

haphazardly.
It is evident from the above findings that residents of high fire occurrence communities are not
"bombarded" with fire prevention
messages through the mass media.
Reception of Fire Prevention
Messages In keeping with
-

to be the

boards. State forestry agencies had
activity of this nature but it was un-

systematic.

Interviews with
knowledgeable personnel of the

USDA Forest Service revealed that

fre-

made.

The

second

most

popular

Prevention Messages

Reception of a

fire

prevention

message via mass media does not
necessarily mean that the message
understood or accepted.
For this reason we probed for
evidence of the effectiveness of

is correctly

mass media

advertising.

technique

designed

to

test

The

utilized
for

first

was

"selective

perception," a term used to indicate
a tendency on the part of individuals to "see" or "hear" only
those things in communications
which are in accord with their existing attitudes and interests. It
was assiuned that the persons ex-

posed

medium most

Mass Media

Effectiveness of

probe

the

channel for the reception of fire
prevention messages was signs
and posters. Over two-fifths of the
persons interviewed recalled having seen road-side signs or window
messages. Research was done in posters with a fire prevention
one community with the objective message. Several of these persons
not only of determining if fire could quote the message they had
prevention messages had been read from memory.
received but also the specific way in
Newspapers and radio ranked
which the message had been received (Griessman and Bertrand, 1967, quite low as sources for the fire
prevention messages that had been
pp. 15-18).
In the above study 64 percent of received. About one out of every ten
the adults interviewed had been ex- adults in this area was reached by
posed to some sort of a mass media radio with a fire prevention
communique regarding forest fires message.

Forest Service
only organization that maintained a planned
system of permanent forest fire
prevention signs and poster

Fire

was

quently indicated as the source of
fire prevention messages; 58 percent of the interviewees reported
having viewed such a message. In
fact, many persons could recall portions of the spot announcements
they had seen or could remember a
message delivered by Smokey the
Bear. Interestingly, some persons
recalled the telecasts of forest fires
which had raged in California the
simimer before the study was

research on the commimication of
fire prevention messages through
mass media sources, it is relevant
to ask if the members of target communities hear or see such

USDA

appeared

during the past six months. Television

to fire

prevention messages

through the mass media would
react in terms of their practices and
beliefs. Those who set fires or were
in favor of setting fires were expected to perceive the messages m-

and interpret
them to fit their conceptions.
The Interpretation of and Reaccorrectly, or to recast

tions to Fire Prevention Slogans-Three different approaches were
used in an attempt to determine the

degree and significance of selective
perception of fire prevention
messages by persons living in communities in fire areas. The first was
to read four widely used fire
slogans to respondents and to ask
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them

to interpret the

meaning of

each slogan. These slogans were:
"Forest Fires Destroy
(1)
Watersheds;" (2) "Please, Only You
Can Prevent Forest Fires;" (3)
"Fire Destroys Wildlife;" and (4)
"The South is Robbed by the
Malicious Woods Burner: Help
Stop Him." Almost every person interviewed correctly interpreted
slogans two and three. However,
only about two out of every five persons gave a correct interpretation
of slogans one and four. This
pattern of responses was attributed
to the problem of semantic clarity,
in that the wording of slogans one

and four dealt with more abstract

reflect his feelings,

ideas.

instances

which

in

many

clear that the

be ambivalent. For example, a person
might agree that fires should be
controlled, but at the same time express the view that woods burning
is a good way to keep pests and
snakes away.
All in all, the findings of the
study indicate that selective
perception is much in evidence
when local inhabitants of forest
regions are confronted with fire
prevention messages. They almost
invariably make interpretations in
keeping with their views and
beliefs. The fire prevention planner
who is not aware of these factors
will have difficulty preparing an

complish

effective

In keeping with the selective
perception theme, reactions varied
even though a correct interpretation of the slogan was given. The

followed certain
which were delineated as

reactions
patterns,
follows:

(1) The slogans were understood
but provided stimuli for a negative
response. In such instances it was
clear the respondent understood
the message but disagreed with it.
The negative attitudes could stem
from beliefs in the benefits of fire or
from an unhappiness with fire con-

trol agencies. In either event, it is

message did not acintended purpose.
(2) The slogans were understood
and provided stimuli for a positive
response. It is encouraging that a
majority of the responses obtained
were classified in this category.
The slogans were mis(3)
understood and provided stimuli
for negative response. In such instances it appeared that the individuals were not sure what the
slogan was depicting, but were sure
it was the work of a fire control
agency. Their negative reaction

was

its

by

elicited

their

feelings

toward such agencies.
The slogans were mis(4)
understood but still provided
stimuli for a positive response. This
seems a paradox but is explained
by the fact that some individuals
favoring fire control did not understand the message of a slogan
but did
(5)

know

its intent.

The slogans stimulated value

judgments distorted

in terms of the
orientation of the respondent. In
some instances the individuals being interviewed refused to offer an
interpretation of the slogans read
to them. However, they did offer
commentary on the fire problem,
positive and negative. Obviously
comments made by an individual

turn

out

to

Interpretation and Recall of
Advertising Symbols ---The second
approach used in the determination of patterns of selective percep-

was more general in nature. It
was designed to determine the
effectiveness ofspecial mass media
approaches such as symbols and
tion

signs.
this par-

ticular study, the respondents

were

requested to identify, on the basis
of photographic reproductions, six
advertising symbols. The symbols
selected for the experiment were
the Greyhound (Greyhound Bus
Lines), Elsie the Borden Cow, the
Jolly Green Giant, Smokey the

Bear,

the

public ser-

vice feature.

The

fire

prevention

symbol,

despite the disadvantage of its
relatively brief national exposure
on a non-commercial basis, fared
quite well when compared with the
other symbols. It was found that 82
percent of the subjects knew the
name of the fire prevention symbol

and could tell what was symbolized
prevention," "forestry,"
"the Forest Service"). An additional seven percent of the

(e.g., "fire

respondents made partial identification; that is, they knew what
was represented but did not know
the name of the symbol, or vice versa.

Only

11

percent

of

the

respondents had no apparent con-

program.

During the course of

mass media as a

in the

RCA Dog

and

Phonograph, and the Chevrolet
emblem (Griessman and Bertrand,
1967, pp. 25-28). The organizations
represented by the symbols were
varied so that a cross-section of
mass media symbols used in the U.
S. would be presented.
The majority of the symbols used
in the experiment had been in use
longer than the fire prevention
symbol. Each, with the exception of

"Smokey," was promoted by
means of commercial advertising.
Smokey the Bear usually appeared

of the identification or
of the fire prevention
symbol. It is significant that the
average age of these latter persons
was 70 years.
The fire prevention symbol ranked second in terms of relative frequencies of respondents' correct
identification when partial or in-

ception

meaning

complete responses were omitted
from tabulations (Greyhound, first;
Elsie the

Borden Cow, third). When

incomplete responses
were included, the number of cor-

partial
rect

or

identifications

was

exactly

equal for Smokey and Elsie
(Greyhound, third).
The above finding leads to an important conclusion and at the same
time raises questions which need
further study. It is reassuring to
learn that Smokey the Bear is as
well known as other popular advertising symbols and that his
message is imderstood.^ In fact, in
the areas studied Smokey seems to
have done his job very well.
However, his job is simply conveying a message. The problem that
remains is how to motivate those

who

receive

message

and understand his

to act accordingly.

Perception and Interpretation of

^ These findings are comparable with those
of a nationwide study of Smokey the Bear. See Public Image of
and Attitudes Toward Smokey the Bear and Forest Fires, Forest Service, U. S. Department of

Agriculture,

June

1968.
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Fire Prevention Posters -The final
approach to the testing of selective
perception utilized posters. Fire
prevention posters were placed at
conspicuous locations in the study
area. Two weeks after installing
the posters the field work began.
Dxiring interviews, each subject

was asked, "Are

there any fire
prevention signs or posters around

Then each person who
answered affirmatively was asked,
"What does the sign say?" and "Is

here?"

there a picture on the sign (or
poster)?" If these questions were all
answered affirmatively the respondent was requested to describe the
poster. Then the interviewer displayed photographs of four fire
prevention posters, one of which
was the correct choice. The respondent was asked, "Have you seen
one of these in the neighborhood or
not?" Upon replying, "Yes," the
respondent was asked to identify
the one he had seen.
One element of the experiment
proved to be of little value. Very few
of the respondents would even
attempt to describe the poster.
Often those who did obviously confused it with other signs and
posters in the area. Thus, this part
of the experiment, which had been

possible a
distortion
(that is, the manner in which subjects distort messages to "fit" their
interpretations), had negligible

were brought into one room. One by
one these students were shown
photographs of four posters and
asked to choose the one they had

utility.

Less than half the school
children tested could correctly identify the posters. The significance of
this pattern of responses is not too

designed to
measure of

make

selective

A further limitation of the experiment stemmed from the necessity
of having to make the dubious
assvunption

that

all

individuals

would have had equal exposure

to

the posters. An attempt was made
to place the posters in conspicuous
locations in the community.
However, residents did not all
travel by the poster sites the same

number

Some

times.

of

respondents probably never had
the opportunity to see the posters at
all.

seen.

clear, but it does suggest a problem
inherent in this method of communication.
One discovery made in connection with the poster studies does
to have clear significance:
the highest incidence of correct

appear

was by persons with
favorable attitudes toward
forestry, and with higher incomes
and higher education. This is in
identification

keeping with many earlier findings
that socio-economic factors are
related to given behavior patterns.
Conc/usion Most individuals in
dividual recall processes. Several areas of high fire occurrence have
copies of the poster used in the ex- access to mass media channels.
periment were placed in con- However, these channels do not
spicuous places along hallways of systematically deliver prevention
the high school. The fact that these messages. Also, the messages they
posters were an element of the do deliver are not always at a conperception-recall experiment test venient time or in a readily unwas not divulged to the students. derstandable form. It is apparent
On the day of the experiment all 50 that some good is done, but far less
ninth graders enrolled in the school than might be hoped.

The second phase of the

experi-

ment involved

asking school
children to identify a fire prevention poster on the basis of in-

—

Potentials of Interpersonal Associations
for the

Communication

of

Prevention Programs^

Fire

Many studies have indicated
that informal sources can be more
powerful than formal sources of
commimication in getting a new
idea accepted. For this reason,
studies were done to determine the
access of residents of high fire
areas to informally dehvered fire
prevention messages. An attempt
also was made to assess the effectiveness of such experiences.
Access to Informal Sources of
Fire

Prevention

Messages---

Resideiits of rural communities, at

have an opportimity to hold conversations with
or hear persons representing the
various forestry agencies. In keepleast potentially,

ing with this thought, an effort was
made to determine what percentage of adults in commimities of the
above type knew and had occasion
to informally interact with either
or federal forestry agency
representatives.
The first effort in the interest of
state

determining the access that
had to forestry agency

residents

.
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personnel was devoted to finding
out how many contacts agency
representatives made on their own.
Unfortunately, there was a paucity
of substantive information on personal and organizational contacts

by agency representatives. One
major study of this type (Altobellis
and Shilhng, 1966) found that the
U.

S.

Forest Service

agency

that

kept

was the only
systematic

records of "contacts" by key personnel.
perusal of the records
kept by this agency showed that a

A

total of 50-60 contacts were
reported annually for a five-year
period, 1960-1964. These contacts
were with groups as well as with individuals, but they did stress fire

prevention in some way.

The second approach to determining the access of local residents
to forestry agency employees was
ask the residents themselves
about their interaction with

to

rangers

and

other

agency

employees. In one study, one out of
three respondents had been in contact with forestry agency personnel
within the past month. Of the
remainder, one out of four had been
in contact within the past six
months and, for one out of ten, it

at least a year since such
a contact had been made. Fifteen
percent of the respondents said
they never had occasion to sneak
with forestry agency personnel
(Jones, Taylor and Bertrand, 1965,

had been

pp. 17-18).

In a second study, where an
attempt was made to determine the
acquaintance of the local populace
with forestry personnel, essentially

same finding was reported
(Griessman and Bertrand, 1967,
pp. 12-13). The presence of forestry
personnel was known in the local
community, but there was not a
the

close liaison between the personnel
and community residents.

When

the range of contacts

is ex-

tended to include agricultural
agency representatives, such as the
cooperative extension service, the
picture does not improve substantially. A study in Mississippi determined, for example, that less than
one-third of heads of households
had three or more such contacts

during one year (Baird, Robinson

and Jones, 1969).
The findings

relative to the
access that rural residents have to
informal sources of communication about forest fire prevention do
not suggest that this has been an
effective approach. TTiis discovery
indicated the need for more indepth study of the informal communication process.

Local Opinion Leaders

and the Informal Communication
of Fire

Prevention Messages

After determining that the

mass

media and informal interaction did
not effectively operate in the communication of fire prevention
messages in high fire occurrence
communities, we decided to study
local

patterns of communication

for clues to a

more

efficient ap-

proach. The problem faced was
that of isolating and classifying
factors essential to the communication of messages in neighborhood
groups. The findings of previous
research of a non-fire prevention
nature suggested that informal
social relationships were significant in modifying the manner in
which a given individual would act
upon a message coming to his

attention
Therefore,

via
it

mass media.

was conceived that

prevention messages would
to be transmitted by local actors in a local setting to be effective
in communities representative of
the study locale. This point of view
was in keeping with a theory
proposed by Paul Lazarsfeld and
fire

have

colleagues (Lazarsfeld,
Berelson, and Goudet, 1948). They
suggested that communication on
certain issues and in certgdn set-

stage for a study done by
Dickerson and Bertrand (1969).

his

the

tings is not a direct process but
rather a two-step flow of information. The first step involves the interception of messages from TV,
radio, and press; the second is the
interpretation of these messages by
local influentials to actors within
local settings, such as homes,

tion, the

neighborhoods, and communities.

message might

In sociological parlance, the interactional mechanisms through
which a message is processed are
reciprocal role relations. Roles, as
structural parts of status-positions,
serve to link two positions. With
this frame of reference in mind, it
was conceived that the statusposition of an opinion leader could
serve as the focus for the second
step in the two-step flow of communication, because it ostensibly

fused locally. Initiator roles played
by local leaders served to introduce
the message by linking the local
area with the outside. Local leaders
served as the port of entry for new
ideas and ways of behavior.
Legitimizer roles served to validate
and reinforce the worthiness or unworthiness of the innovation to
local persons. Diffuser roles were
the vehicle by which the validated
message was disseminated to the
rank and file of community

contained a communicator role in
its make-up. This assumption set
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In the course of their investigaabove researchers foimd
that the flow of communication is
more complicated than indicated
by previous studies.
message
would only be successfully communicated when it was translated
through local opinion leaders. Said

A

another

way,

wherever the
it had to
be introduced, legitimized, and dif-

membership.

originate,

An Experimental Communication Approach
to Fire Prevention
The findings of the studies of fireand of their residents
suggested a program approach
which professional foresters had
recognized and some had practiced
setting areas

in varying degrees.^ Sociologists
became involved in the planning

and evaluation of such a program
in Louisiana, and their findings
are reported here to serve as an example of how the results of
research and experience C£in be
used in an applied and practical effort.

The Rationale for a Contactor

Program

Most

-

large

orga-

nizations, such as state forestry
commissions and the
Forest
Service, pay particular attention to
their relationships with their
publics and attempt to maintain a
good public image. This is par-

USDA

ticularly

true

of

those

organizations that depend on the
cooperation of the public for

achievement of their objectives.
Obviously the success or lack of
success of forest protection agencies in achieving goals related to

reduction in the number of forest
fires is very much related to the image that they project and to the
success in selling their fire prevention message.
It

w£is clear that previously used

tactics

had not been

successful.

had shown
that mass media methods did not
get the fire prevention message

The

studies conducted

across to

all

of the residents in

woods burning areas and that
these residents responded best to
face-to-face

communication. This

was the basic rationale for the contactor program.

The Nature of the Contactor

Program— The

essence of the con-

program that was planned,
implemented and evaluated was
tactor

personal contact with the heads of this conclusion is far-reaching for
households living in high fire rate future fire prevention programs.
Criteria of a Successful Contaccommunities. Contacts of this type
were planned so that the fire tor Program Two factors were of
prevention message could be special importance in the success of
delivered firsthand and tailored to the contactor program. The first
the demands of each individual was the choice of a "contactor." For
such a person to be effective he
family group.
In the experimental program must be acceptable to both the local
that was launched, local residents people and to fire prevention agenwere employed by the state forestry cies. A successful contactor must
commission to contact each provide legitimization for fire conhousehold in a given area. These trol. The basis of his acceptance
men worked two to four hours per could be his personal reputation in
day during the fire season. Their the commvmity, the standing of his
function was to explain the ap- family as "respected people," his
proved practices in regard to fire own diligence and hard work, his
-

contributions to community propleasing personality.
In short, the successful contactor is
they needed to set on their own one who is regarded as a leader,
property. In this way a link was philosopher, and friend to most of
forged between the forestry com- the people in the community.
mission and every family con- Recognition of a person with the
tacted in the area or community. It above potentials necessitates an
is important that contactors were appreciation for use of local inmembers of the community and fluentials who can suggest suitable
were therefore accepted by its persons for the position. Probably a
residents. However, they were paid successful contactor will be acceptand trained by the state commis- able to, but not necessarily aligned
sion and presumably were dedi- with, all the community power
cated to getting the fire prevention figures.
message across to the local public,
The second criterion necessary
public.
for success of the contactor
Results of the Contactor progi'am is the type of "message"
Program- -The contactor program given contactors to get across.
in Louisiana showed imqualified Messages with negative tones
success as measured in terms of ("don't bum the woods") are difgoals, costs and returns (Doolittle ficult to sell successfully. On the
and Welch, 1973). The program other hand, a message in the
directly contributed to reduction of nature of advice on when to bum (if
the number of wild fires in the burning is necessary) or in the
target area by about 50 percent dur- nature of offering help in plowing
ing the first two complete years of fire lanes around land which is to
its operation. It can be concluded be bumed is likely to be positively
that personal contact, which in- received. Finally, the contactor's
cluded face-to-face communication ability and conversational skill in
of the fire prevention message, was introducing noncontroversial
very effective. The implication of matters of mutual interest during
setting and to offer the state
forestry commission's aid in controlling any fires that residents felt

jects, or his

^Referred to as the "contactor" program, it was pioneered in Mississippi by the Mississippi Forestry
mission. No sociological evaluations have been made of the use of this technique in Mississippi.
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Com-

the

course

of

his

visits

is

of

paramount importance. He must
establish rapport and trust.

Concluding

In summary, given the type of
persons living in high fire rate com-

munities, messages communicated

personally and in a helpful vein by
a respected person are more likely
to be heeded.

Statement—
done extensively, and it may not be
necessary or even appropriate in

mimications

to

some

recommended goes through

of high incendiarism. Obviously,
the one-to-one approach of a
contactor-type program is more
personal and therefore more flexible and convincing than that of
other media. But personal contact

DooUttle pondered the problems
of communicating fire prevention
messages and, drawing upon the
findings from fire prevention
studies and the much larger field of
general communications research,
suggested a professional,
systematic approach to planning

Research findings cast doubt as
to the effectiveness of past efforts

communicate fire prevention
messages— particularly where the
mass media are employed in areas

is

time-consuming and expensive if

and

instances.

implementing
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com-

(DooUttle,

at

1972).

the

local

level

The process he

six
stages: (1) audience analysis, (2)
selection of objectives, (3) message
design, (4) media selection, (5)
selection of a communicator and (6)

evaluation.

Conscientiously

apphed, this process should contribute significantly to correcting

some of the problems revealed by
previous research.

The Social Control Aspects
of
The prevention of forest fires
down to a problem of social
control. The fact that people have
boils

continued to set fires indicates that
social control strategies have not

Forest Fires

been fully effective in the past. This
fact has not been lost to social
science researchers, and almost all
of their studies have included some
effort designed to determine why

normally effective sanctions did
not work well in areas of high fire
occurrence.

The Nature and Importance
of Social Control
The point has been made that the
sociologist perceives behavior in

given societies as being patterned
or ordered. However, we have not
made clear how desirable patterns
of behavior are maintained at a
level sufficient for predictability
and social organization. Often individual behavior exceeds the
limits construed as acceptable by
the members of a given social or

would not have

societal sub-units

especially charged with a social
control function (such as police

departments, sheriffs' offices, and
the F.B.I).
There are at least two major
sociological reasons why individuals or groups deviate from
the behavior patterns that are con-

we

sidered normative and acceptable.
In simple terms, the first is lack of
socialization and the second is improper socialization. Socialization
is the process whereby one learns
the behavioral requirements for
becoming an acceptable and functioning member of his society.
Thus, when there is no opportunity
to learn correct ways of behaving,
it follows that behavior will likely
be deviant or non-conforming.
Also, if one is taught that a practice
is acceptable in one setting (such as
in his family or community) but the
practice is not acceptable by the
greater society, he will be judged as
deviant at the latter level.
Whatever the explanation of
deviance, and there are psychological explanations (such as
mental deficiency) as well as

Fire Control Statutes
There is, at the present time, no
common body of federal law that
relates to woods burning on land

jurisdiction of the United States,
However, each state where burning

societal system.

When this happens, processes of
control are invoked in an effort to
bring the behavior of deviants, or
non-conformers, back to acceptable
ranges. These processes are frequently in evidence, although not
too well imderstood. They are illustrated by such actions as the use
of physical force, the use of
economic reprisals, or the use of
socio-psychological ploys such as
reproof, ridicule or ostracism in
attempts to get individuals or
groups to behave in more acceptable fashion. Obviously, there is a
need for social control, else we
would not invest certain positions
with disciplinary roles (such as
fathers, coaches, or teachers) or

The Nature

sociological explanations,

it

can-

not be tolerated beyond certain
levels if harmony in social
relations is to be maintained. This
is the justification for the various
types of regulatory codes that are
part of the structure of all social
systems, and also for the evaluator
and disciplinary roles played by
specified members of all social
systems.
In the context of forest fire
prevention research, social control
in fire-setting communities was
viewed in the following manner.
First, it was perceived that the
socialization processes in these
areas tended not to stress the fire
prevention and conservation goals
espoused by the greater society (as
represented by forest agencies).
Thus, deviant behavior in the
nature of fire-setting could be understood and explained in terms of
both lack of socialization and improper socialization. It was also
perceived that social control practices related to incendiarism would
be minimal at the local community
level for the same reason that fires

were tolerated.

of Formal

other than that under the exclusive
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has been identified as a problem
has statutes related to this type of
behavior. Eleven of the thirteen
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states in the Southern region are

charged with the responsibihty for
forest fire control on all forest lands
within the state (Table 2.)- Arkansas is charged with forest fire control on state and private lands,
while Louisiana is charged with
fire control only on privately owned lands.
Certain types of statutes are pre-

sent for all states (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1972 ).
However, those most relevant to
the incendiary fire problem pertain
to prosecution. In all thirteen
states, state forestry personnel are
charged with the responsibility of
investigating wildfire causes. In
five other states local lawenforcing officials also are charged

with this responsibility. In twelve
of the thirteen states local lawenforcing officials have the
authority to prosecute. In seven
states, however, the state forester
also has that authority and in one
state, Texas, he has sole responsibility.

The Local Enforcement
of Forest Fire Laws and
Research was planned to determine the way

which the laws
were regarded and enforced by
local law enforcement officials
(McLeskey, 1968). The purpose of
this

in

investigation was: to deter-

mine the extent to which local
government officials responded to
the legal norms relating to fire setting, and to determine if practices
related to law enforcement made a
difference in fire rates.
The sample for the above study
was ten counties in Mississippi.

These counties were selected in
such a way as to represent five sets-each set included one county having a relatively high fire rate and a
contiguous county having a
relatively low fire rate. It was
hypothesized that counties with
low fire rates would have more efficient

patterns of law enforce-

ment. However, all the counties
were under organized fire protec-

by the Mississippi Forestry
Commission.
The principal officials having
responsibility for enforcement of
forestry laws in each county were
interviewed. These officials included the sheriffs, chief deputies and

tion

area foresters. In addition, checks
were made of court records and
other sources of information about
the enforcement of forest fire laws.
The findings of this study are in
brief as follows:
1. Sheriffs and other law enforcement officers generally could not be
considered professionals in terms

Regulations
of training and experience. Only
two of the ten sheriffs interviewed
were classified as professionally
trained and both were in counties
with low fire rates. This finding
immediately suggests that the untrained citizen who seeks and
achieves an office with law enforcement responsibility does not
perceive his duties in the same way
as a professionally trained person.
In fact, the researcher for this particular study reported that it was
difficult to find a sheriff in a county
having a high forest fire occurrence
rate who conceived of forest fire as
something the sheriff could and
should do something about.
2. Sheriffs and other law enforcement officers in counties having
high forest fire occurrence rates
tended to have negative or neutral
attitudes toward law enforcement.
By contrast, all sheriffs in counties
with low forest fire occurrence rates
were perceived to have positive attitudes toward law enforcement.
This finding, although limited and
preliminary, is highly suggestive
of at least one reason why fires persist in some areas and not in others.
There apparently is a direct connection between the application of
social control, that is enforcement
of law, and fire-setting behavior.
3. Sheriffs in high fire occurrence
counties tended to be more concern-

ed with political activity than with
law enforcement activity. Four of
the five sheriffs falling in this class
were obviously heavily involved in
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electioneering
perpetuate

or

trying

what was construed

to
to

rather powerful political
machines. This sort of activity was

be

much less evident among sheriffs
in counties with low fire rates.
Sheriffs in counties with low
occurrence rates tended to have
more knowledge of rules, laws and
regulations to be enforced in connection with the control and
prevention of forest fire than did
sheriffs in coimties with high fire
occurrence rates. However, there
did not appear to be a great deal of
awareness of these types of legal
4.

fire

norms among law enforcement

of-

This finding, again, may be
a key to the patterns of behavior

ficials.

related to fire-setting.

It

follows

those charged with law enforcement are not familiar with the
laws they are to enforce, these laws
will not be enforced.
5. Sheriffs had, as a rule, little
contact with area foresters or with
other state forestry officials and
virtually none with U. S. Forest
Service personnel. When representatives of different government
agencies are in frequent and
prolonged contact, there is likely to
be a reinforcement of the function
of both agencies. Only one of the
ten sheriffs interviewed had any
continuous contact with a state
forester and this was in a county
having a low fire rate. It appeared
that when a sheriff met with a
forester it was on a casual and informal basis and not related to the
that

if

^

prevention responsibilities of

small nvunber of arrests and con-

There appears little doubt
that a closer liaison between these
two types of offices would work in

victions reported, there was some
indication that even these numbers

fire

either.

the interest of fire prevention.
6. Arrests, indictments and convictions of forest fire violators were
Altogether, the ten
infi*equent.
sheriffs could recall only seven convictions for such offenses during
their periods of tenure. These convictions occurred in only three
counties out of the ten studied.
About 20 arrests could be recalled
and all of these had been in six of
the counties. Despite the extremely

were somewhat inaccurate and exaggerated because of erroneous interpretations. The important finding, of course, is that there is not a
great deal of enforcement of forest
laws.
In concluding this brief review of
some of the salient findings of the
characteristics and feelings of law
enforcement officials in rural
areas, several observations by the
investigator are in order. First, one
can expect to find law officers, such
fire

as sheriffs, politically rather than
professionally oriented in high fire
occurrence counties. Second, the
sheriffs in high fire rate coimties
also tend to have apathetic,
neutral, or negative attitudes
toward forestry and the control of
forest fires. Third, sheriffs in high
fire rate counties tend to be less
knowledgeable of conservation
practices and of forestry officials
and their fimctions. One can readily deduce that the problem of control of forest fires could be reduced
if social control processes were
more efficient at local levels.

The Climate of Local Opinion
Regarding the Formal Control
of Forest Incendiarism
Enforcement of forest fire control
laws

closely associated with the
climate of public opinion in given
is

areas. For this reason,

tant to

it is

know what people

impor-

living in

commimities with "fire" histories
think about forest fire laws and
their enforcement. With this
thought in mind, opinions on
questions relating to this theme
were obtained from respondents in
several of the commimities studied.
The findings derived from these
queries may be summarized as
follows:

There

is

the fires (Jones, Taylor, Bertrand,
1965, p. 22). If this is true, it indicates that there is at least a tacit
acceptance of this sort of behavior.
It also suggests that such acts are
not considered worthy of overt action designed to interfere with the
activities of the fire setter. Said
£mother way, there would appear to
be few, if any, informal sanctions

against fire-setting in

many

fire

such a code has been demonstrated

tatives.

in

many instances by the difficulty

of getting witnesses to testify in
cases involving fire-setting.
3. There is a strong belief that little is done to pxmish fire setters.
This belief is largely founded in
fact, at least if past history is to be
used as an indicator. Respondents

illustrated their point by
noting that fire setters were seldom
punished even if they were caught.
Residents in areas of high fire occurrence appear to be in favor of
fining or imprisoning woods arsonists (Griessman and Bertrand,
1967, pp. 13-15). Such a response is
probably more a reaction to the
general notion of not condoning
law-breaking rather than to the
specific act of fire-setting.
4. Forest fires are not regarded as
serious by a majority of residents in

rural

communities with fire
At least this was the find-

areas.

histories.

2. There is a belief that forestry
agency representatives could not

ing in one study where such a
question was asked (Dickerson and
Bertrand, 1969, pp. 17-18). Such an

apprehend

fire

setters

easily

has relevance
There is little

doubt that the attitudes of local
people are reflected in the behavior
of their law enforcement represen-

often

widespread belief that
most people living in communities
where fires are set know who sets
1.

attitude, of course,

(Jones, Taylor, Bertrand, 1965, p.
22). This feeling is in keeping with
"folk" codes of not informing to
legal authorities on friends or
neighbors. The effectiveness of

for the control of fire.

5.

Respondents in rural com-

munities

tend to feel that individuals should not be free to bum
the land of others and that woods
fires should be regulated by law.
This finding comes from a study

conducted in a high incendiary
area (Bertrand, Heffeman, Welch

and O'Carroll,

1970, p. 10).

At

first

glance such a finding seems in contradiction to the expressed opinion
that fire problems are not serious.
However, large absentee-owned
holdings do not appear to be
thought of in the same sense as
small family holdings, and the
respondents to the above type question appeared to be thinking in
terms of the latter. This sort of reaction does not, therefore, represent
an inconsistency.
In summary, there is a wide
range of beliefs among residents in
rural communities regarding forest
fire laws and their enforcement.
Although the majority tend to give
lip-service to generally approved
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'Da

ideas

and

practices, there is

much

evidence that traditional views rema&i strong enough to discourage
a great deal of effort on the part of
those charged with apprehending

and punishing

violators of forest

fire laws. In fact, one researcher
concluded from evidence he obtained that there was a real hazard
in jailing an incendiarist because

Social Control

his

friends

retaliate

by

and

would the rate of occurrence of forest fires.
and that Second, there is also an apparent

relatives

burning,

negative attitudes toward forestry
agencies would be reinforced

relationship between the patterns
of law enforcement and the attitudes and feelings of local per-

(Wanger and Baird, 1974).
Returning to the theme of social sons towards fire and fire setters.
control, at least two conclusions The implication of these two conseem in order: First, there is an ap- clusions is that social control can
parent relationship between and would be effective if the social
patterns of law enforcement and climate were such as to demand it.

Function

of Forestry Protection Agencies
Foresters, whether working for
state or federal agencies or private
firms, are not law enforcement

authorities

in

the

usual

sense,

£dthough some of them have the

authority

make

arrests.
However, the USDA Forest Service
and state forestry commissions are
charged with police responsibilities related to fire prevention

and

to

control.

sissippi Forestry

and two

Commission area

USDA Forest Service

ramger districts. Of the total manhours spent over a two-year period,
the state area forester planned over
three

However, they saw their roles in
this connection as primarily
related to public relations and
technical advice. As previously indicated, the effectiveness of local
foresters is hampered by their lack
of contact with sheriffs and other

law enforcement

and one-half times as many

officials.

not altogether clear why
professional foresters do not
appear to work too closely with law
enforcement agencies. No doubt
there is some reluctance on the part
of local officials to become
associated with state and federal
agencies. It may also be that no
concerted effort has been made by
state and federal agencies to work
with and through local officials.
Whatever the reasons, the evidence
suggests that control would
probably become more effective if
liaison with local law enforcement
It

Little systematic research has
been conducted in the area of
forestry agency control. However,
part of a study conducted by Baird
(1970) in South Mississippi was
focused on the activities of a Mis-

imit

strued law enforcement as an important factor in fire prevention.

is

hours for fire control as did the personnel of either of the federal
ranger districts (see Table 3).
Table 3. Percentage of
However, the situation regarding
State
the proportion of fire control time
allocated for prevention activities
just about reversed (see Table

was

from this evidence
that, when considered with the
other aspects of fire control,
4).

It is

cle£ir

prevention

low

priority.

generally

was given

Year 1
Year 2

was identified as an important goal for foresters employed
by state and federal agencies.
In concluding this very brief discussion regarding the roles of
foresters in social control, a note
needs to be taken of the public
relations function that forest
protection agencies perform. One
researcher who studied these
strategies concluded his investigation with the startling question,
"Do forest protection agencies help
start forest fires?" (Reynolds,
1972). Although this question was
designed to generate thought, it
was inspired by the public relation
strategies which appeared to
predominate among those having
officials

forest

protection responsibilities.

These strategies included: (1) a
passive approach, where little in
the way of public relations or fire
prevention work was done, with the
rationalization that these ac-

Time Planned for Fire Control
Ranger District
Ranger District

Area Forester

I

II

70
67

17
12

13.5

19

Table 4. Percentage of Fire Control Time Planned for Fire
Prevention

The information derived from
another study of area foresters in
Mississippi (McLeskey, 1968) indicated that they were generally Year 1
knowledgeable as professionals. It Year 2
also was apparent that they con-

State

Ranger

District

Ranger District

Area Forester

I

II

9.5

25.6

37.1

3.1

37.1

50.7
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which take up
time more profitably spent in other
activity, including fire fighting; (2)
a conservative approach or
strategy, which concentrated on
tivities are "frills"

groups

already

sold

on

conservation— the better educated,
middle or upper class citizen—
rather than on the negatively
oriented persons. After review of
the above two strategies, it was

suggested

that

an

"active" social control, at least insofar as
public relations efforts on the part

strategy involving every member
of a forestry unit in a coordinated
effort designed to reach all
residents of a host community on a
face-to-face basis would be much
more effective in the control of fire.
This strategy would, of course, require a complete dedication to a
public relations goal.
In brief, then, it seems cleari;hat

of forest protection agencies is concerned, can stand to be improved.
This is no criticism of past forest
protection agency practices, simply a suggestion designed to increase the scope and efficiency of
their social control efforts.

Problems of Agency Coordination
A comprehensive examination of forestry commissions. The problem was that of cooperating with other
the forest fire control problem
reveals many situations that require coordination both between
forestry agencies and between
forestry and non-forestry agencies.
One example would be when a fire
occurs on or near a common
national forest and private or state

land boundary. Coordinated activity between agencies is required for
efficient

fire

control

operations.

This coordination ranges from a
minimum of reciprocal communications between the USDA
Forest Service and state forestry
commissions, to a maximum of
both agencies channeling all of
their fire suppression resources
into a joint fire fighting effort. A
more sustained but less intense example of coordinated activity
would be the dual efforts of two
agencies in the area of making
regular contacts with the local
sheriff s office and rural residents
during the course of daily field activity.

With regard to interorganizational relationships, Levineand
White

(1960)

"theoretically

.

point out that
were all the es-

.

.

sential elements in infinite supply,
there would be little need for

organizational interaction and for
subscription to cooperation as an
ideal. Under actual conditions of
scarcity, however, interorganizational exchanges are essential
to goal attainment." This appears
to be the case with the
Forest Service and the state

USDA

of forest fire, with its potential
threat of costly damage to a vital
resource, is one of such enormity

that

numerous

organizations

forestry

and related organizations.

However, the three governmental
agencies with the greatest ultimate

and fire control responsibility (two
concern ranger districts and an area

agencies

must

themselves in various degrees with forester's offfice) were foimd to be
forest fire prevention and control. the ones engaging directly in fire
Further, Levine and White define prevention activity. Perhaps, then,
"organizational exchange" as any these five other organizations were
voluntary activity of consequence examples of situations in which
between two organizations, actual "lip-service" only was being paid to
or anticipated, for the realization of cooperation and the organizations
their respective goals or objectives. involved were not willing to take
However, very basic problems in- positive steps or initiative on their
herently exist with regard to agen- own.
Another problem of coordination
cy coordination. To start with,
there is extreme difficulty in ob- uncovered by Baird (1970) sprang
taining effective, dependable sup- from differing policies among
port from non-governmental agencies regarding the appropriate
organizations. Cooperation is also control action in various wildfire
difficult between government situations. In this instance the
agencies when policy tenets are land manager employed by an incouched in broad, non-specific dustrial corporation sometimes
terms (i.e. Agency B shall, in every pursued a "let-bum" policy on wildway possible, cooperate with Agen- fires, where they were judged to be
cy A in the area of forest fire doing more good than harm to comprevention) such that the planned pany land. In keeping with their ofrelationship may become ficial policy of suppressing all unmeaningless insofar as effective, controlled or wild fires on protected
tangible action is concerned.
areas, one or both of the
There is an awareness now, more governmental organizations often
than ever, for the need to cooperate came to suppress such fires.
for attainment of fire prevention Situations of this nature are not imgoals. For example, Baird (1970) common.
found fourteen organizations that
could be classified as having a maWanger and Baird (1974) found
jor fire prevention role in a county. that other problems may arise in
He further found that the specific the course of coordinating acfire prevention function activity
tivities or because of coordinating
named most frequently by the activities. According to a rural
organizations (eight of fourteen) resident's accoimt of a forest fire, a
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trash

fire

escaped the control of a

local resident several years ago.

The Forest Service arrived on the
scene very quickly and in plenty of
time to suppress the fire, but took
no action because official responsibility rested with the state
forestry commission. By the time
the Forest Service judged the fire to
be a threat to the national forest
and began suppression activity, it
was too late. Consequently, this
was one of the most destructive
fires in recent years. Accounts, of
course, differed when given by
Forest Service employees. The
point is not that of accoimts but
rather to point out the "possible"
coordination problems that may
arise from attempting to follow

Concluding

policy to the letter in the course of
operations.
Wanger and Baird also found
that problems may arise because of

coordinating activities. The ranger
district in the study area entered
into a cooperative agreement with
the coimty sheriffs department for
extra patrol through the national
forest. One rural resident said that
"this makes the people feel that the
Forest Service doesn't trust them."
Several forest workers also expressed displeasure with the agreement because one Forest Service
employee was getting overtime pay
for patrolling with them, and there
was a general feeling that the

had already been
enough money to the

Forest Service

paying

sheriffs department for the patroll-

ing activity it had been performing.
A final problem with agency coordination may result from ig-

norance or neglect.
In summary, the whole field of
agency coordination has areas of
potential malfunction. Problems
may arise from policy ambigmties
or from the policy itself; they may
arise when official responsibility or

actual behavior is incongruent
with policy ideals; or they may
arise within the broad spectrum of
human elements involved in the
process of attempting to fulfill
policy. All such complexities compound the overall problems of
prevention and control.

Statement—

It is clear on the one hand that
neither the local people nor the
local law enforcement authorities
consider the setting of wildfires on
land other than one's own a serious
offense. In fact, there is a tendency
to define such an act as well within

customary and expected behavior. same time there is little in the way
For this reason it is difficult to ap- of cooperative and coordinated efprehend Eind convict incendiarists. fort between and among agencies.
On the other hand, the personnel of All in all, one does not have difficulforestry agencies tend to interpret ty understanding why the control
their control function as limited to of incendiarism is no more effective
public relations activities. At the than it is.
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Recommendation:

Interpretation and

Fire Prevention
in

a Community Development Perspective

Research is but the initial phase
of problem solving. The time comes
when findings from research investigations must be applied; that
is, used in the planning of policy

and

reaching the conclusion that incendiarism persists because it is deeply pervasive in local cultures. Said
another way, residents of all ages
in areas of high incendiarism apparently perceive fire in a way that
encourages its use in a destructive
manner. This conclusion, plus the
previously rather inconsistent
success of fire prevention
programs, strongly points to the
need for something more effective

program

strategies. This
not be complete
without suggesting an overall plan
or stratagem for reducing forest incendiarism.
One cannot review the material
presented in the report without

report

would

if

incendiarism

be significantSouthern region.

is to

ly reduced in the

We are convinced that the findings
presented provide a mandate for
what has come to be known as a

community

or rural

development

type of undertaking. Such an ap-

proach

is

comprehensive

and

challenging in its scope, but it
holds promise for more lasting
effects.

The Nature of the Development Approach
instance the use of fire. The second
idea of a development program is
that it must be oriented toward a
somewhat specific mission or goal.
Fire prevention could easily represent such a goal. The third and
final notion is that development
programs are always directed at
total commxmities or areas, never
at an individual or small group.
Program efforts may be of mgmy

Development as a social science
concept, or more precisely the
sociology of development, includes
three basic notions. The first is the
idea of induced or instigated
change. Inherent in this notion is a
deliberate attempt by an outside
group to alter the social structure of
a target population; i.e., to change,
the way people think and act
relative to a certain matter— in this

types but developmental change is
not construed to occur until effects
are visible at a total commimity or

area level. ^ With the above
thoughts in mind, we turn to the implication of a development approach for an action arena such as
that surrounding the forest fire
problem in the South.

The Socialization Process
as the Key to Development Planning
for Areas of High
Individuals

deviate

Fire

fi'om

ex-

pected or acceptable behavior
because of either lack of or improper socialization. It is clear from
research that residents of areas of

high incendiarism continue to set
fires on land other than their own
because they don't fully appreciate
the harm such fires can and do

Occurrencecause, or they feel that benefits
derived from such fires override the
harm done. This behavior brings to
mind two conclusions: (1) the
socialization process in local communities is defective in this specific
sense; and (2) this defect in the
social structure can be remedied by
an all-out program designed to ade-

quately socialize all segments of a
given population.
Simply recognizing the above
does not, of course, elaborate the
ramifications of development
programs that might be addressed
or
to the proper socialization
resocialization of the residents of a
given area. In planning such a

^For a comprehensive treatment of the Sociology of Development, see: Alvin L. Bertrand, "Definitions and
Strategies of Rural Development: A Search for Coherence and Congruity Sociologia Ruralis, Vol.Xii,No.
3/4 (1972), pp. 233-251.
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program one must be aware that an
all-out scheme of this type must be
of sufficient magnitude to cover the
principal social systems within
which socialization occurs— the
family, the school, the church, and
peer or organizational groups of
one type or other. One must also understand that fire prevention agencies usually cannot move directly

must work through individuals,
and
groups
but

organizations. A program or
programs must be designed which

leaders. This can be done
through the formation of what has
been termed interstitial or linking
groups. These groups must include
individuals who can serve in a

munity

legitimizing or liaison capacity;
e.g., teachers, county agents, or
ministers, as well as representatives of forestry agencies.

The long-time connotation of
socialization

processes

suggests

will provide access to families,
schools, churches, civic clubs and
other organizations. Before such

correctly that development goals,
such as those related to fire prevention, are achieved over relatively
long periods of time. Practices
which have persisted over two or

access can be obtained it is
necessary to establish working
relations with appropriate com-

three generations, like fire-setting,
are not changed overnight.
The challenge of a community-

wide

development

program

is

much more profound than might
appear at first blush. Not only must
include efforts designed to

it

change the way people perceive
fire, but it also must be directed
toward changing the way people
perceive those

means, in

who

set fires.

This

that the perceptions people have must be changed
in such a way that they will define
fire-setting as a serious threat to
the well-being of their community
or area. This is why socialization is
the key to development planning.
effect,

Once this important fact is comprehended, thought may be turned
to action programs designed to
achieve such an objective.

A Recommendeil
Community Development Plan
The following plan

is predicated
the twin assumptions that
forestry agencies are strongly
enough committed to fire prevention goals to entertain ideas
relative to innovative programs
and that resources are available or
will be redirected to support acceptable programs. With regard to the

on

latter,

the

plan

proposed

is

presented in outline form, because
m£iny details cannot be worked out
before the personnel and other

available

resources

are

fully

known.

The plan
a

special

calls for the creation of

unit

for

community

development programs within existing fire control agencies. This
unit would have as its mission the
design and implementation of an
overall development scheme having one major objective— fire
prevention— with several major
components as follows:
(a) A public school component,
whose charge would be to mount a
systematic effort designed to acquaint school children and their
teachers with fire prevention
materials appropriate for each

is

members of various organizations

something much more elaborate
than current efforts, in that continuing programs frequently would

such as churches, civic clubs and

be delivered to all grades and all
schools. Units of instruction would

the adult education aspect of the
program. Again, the preparation
and presentation of appropriate
audio-visual materials would be a
vital function. However, the effort

grade

level.

In

mind here

be prepared and presented by trainand experienced personnel
following rather rigid schedules
and working in close cooperation
with school faculties.
(b) An adult education component, whose charge would be to
work with non-school residents in
areas of high incendiarism. The
personnel manning this component could well emulate the

ed

fraternal societies. The idea of this
component would be to reinforce

would be planned more for groups
than for individuals.
(d) A social control or "law en-

forcement"

component whose

known contactor

charge would be twofold: to work
with law enforcement officials and
local citizens in an attempt to get
both groups to better understand
the importance of apprehending

program, but they would have the

and otherwise controlling those

additional responsibility of continually working with individuals
and groups in an effort to direct

who

presently

thinking and behavior toward fire
prevention. It is obvious that an effort of this sort

deliberately set fires; and, to

work as auxiliary law enforcement
personnel where this is in order.
This activity would obviously call
for tact, skill £ind persistence.

would require the

preparation of suitable materials
and the careful training of personnel.
(c) A community organization
component whose charge would be
to work with the leaders and
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It can be seen that the program
outlined above is community or
area-wide in its scope. Also, it is

systematic and thorough in its attack on the problem of fire prevention.

7

Elaboration of the Proposed Program
The proposed plan

the past.
further pointed out that the

and persistent manner. Never
before has a central office been
charged with the planning and
coordination of daily fire prevention activities directly aimed at
specific audiences in a locale. In
this regard, it is not out of the ques-

job cannot be done by any one

tion to contemplate a local head-

working alone—
many agencies and groups in our

quarters office for the coordination
and supervision of personnel, such
as is done in the case of the
Cooperative Extension Service or
the Public Health Service.
2. How much will the program
cost; is it within the capability of
current budgets and resources? The
answer to this question lies in the
importance attached to the destruction caused by uncontrolled fires.
Expenditures that have potential
for alleviating major problems are
defensible if they represent savings
that offset costs. In this instance,
expenses for a fire prevention
development unit should not be
such as to call for excessive new
funds for several reasons, (a) The
work conceived could be done, in
the main, by presently employed
personnel. It is true these personnel
would have to be reassigned and
possibly retrained, but this is
always a continuing process in a
large agency, (b) It is likely that the
special material needed could be
developed by outside consultants

tailor-made for developing and
instituting a new pattern of
cooperation in forestry that will
rank with the major break-

is likely to

elicit a negative reaction from some
individuals for several reasons: it

may seem too costly, it may appear
to be little improvement over what
has already been done, or it may

throughs and achievements of

seem too vast and complicated.
Such reactions are more or less

He

natural, but they represent much
formidable obstacles than
less
might be presumed when a perspective for the program is provided.

The

program

approach

organization

society can contribute something
to this effort. In elaboration, he
stated:

What I am saying is that unless
and until we learn to broaden our
base and to mesh our efforts with
the related work of others, we will

recommended has been thoroughly
tested in other contexts. Many of
the programs of the Cooperative
Extension Service follow this

general

format.

familiar with the

Everyone

is

home demonstra-

Club and other
of county
and home demonstration agents.
The Public Health Service also
makes full use of schools, comtion

club,

educational

see opportunity after opportunity
We will find that com-

pass us by.

munity development

4-H

activities

munity

organizations and the
in promoting
programs of preventive health
care. Voluntary agencies, such as
the Heart and Cancer Associations
pursue their goals in similar
manner. Each of the above agency
types has adopted development
strategies that could be studied
with a view of making adaptations

mass media

and

changes in the patterns of land
use will take place without the influence of foresters and forestry
organizations. We will find that
although forestry expertise and
participation can be very effective and very helpful
it is not
indispensable. And so, this new
era can also become one of

—

withdrawal

and

non-

involvement in which forestry

is

to fit the resource and administrative structure of forestry

by-passed.
The elaborative comments that
follow are organized according to
particular questions that have
been anticipated relative to the

agencies-

program.

This notion has been expressed
earlier by the Forest Service. A
former Chief of the Forest Service,
(Edward P. Cliff, 1968) made the
following comments in a talk given
at the Annual Meeting of the
National Association of State
Foresters in New Orleans. In pointing up the needs and opportunities

the program really different
or just a replay of efforts and approaches already tried? The
response to this question can be put
in a very positive way although
some explication is called for. The

of

systematized, continuous, and intensive nature of the approach and
the fact that it will truly provide a
saturation coverage for a given
area. It is true that some of the old
techniques and messages will be
used, but in a much more elaborate

forestry

£ind

foresters,

Cliff

stated:

We are indeed on

the threshold of
era of forestry
here in
the South and elsewhere, and it
seems to me that this new situation in which we find ourselves is

a

new

—

1.

Is

program

definitely something
However, the difference
found in the integrated,
is

different.

is
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and not
salaried
materials

permanent
employees. These
involve
could

localities, (c)

be

used in

all

When one team was

successful in its mission (of reducing the incendiary fire problem) it
could be moved to another area. In

way it would not be necessary
support a large number of units.
Such a program would cost considerably less than many of the action progrrams currently funded or
under consideration for funding.
3. Would it be possible to gain enthis
to

try into schools, sheriffs' offices

and other places necessary to carry
out the program as envisioned?

•

'

The answer to this question is that "educate" themselves. This can be fusers serve to transmit the intendthere is no alternative but to gain done by successful enlistment of ed "word" throughout the target
entry, which suggests the use of appropriate leaders. Successful population; and implementers do
certain ploys. Local influentials enlistment implies that one has the work associated with the action
must be convinced of the both an appreciation for and a com- aspects of the program.
worthiness of the cause and mitment to an issue or a cause. An
enlisted to play legitimizing and example would be getting a teacher
5. What about evaluation— how
diffusing roles. This will call for to do the work called for relative to could the success of such a program
tact and diplomacy, but the a fire prevention unit of instruc- be determined? Evaluation is an esworthiness of the cause and the tion.
sential but often overlooked part of
planning and development. In the
prestige and social power of
forestry agencies will figure
The second approach to com- case of the proposed program, a
prominently. The goal should be to mimity development is known as marked decrease in the incidence of
gain the complete confidence of the the "centralized planning" ap- £md damage done by fires would
a feat that usually
can be accomplished through parlocal citizenry,

ticipation in local affairs. Each entry obtained in the interest of
promoting fire prevention will

represent the formation of an interstitial or linkage group between
a community system and forestry
agency systems. The careful selection of personnel will, of course,
enhance this process. A man or
woman locally accepted will be

much more

effective

than

a

stranger.
4. What approaches should be
used in the implementation of the
program? The planner contemplating the design of a com-

munity

development

agency to carry the burden of the
program of change entirely upon
themselves. Referring to the above
example, the imit of instruction

provide evidence of success.
However, many factors influence
fire occurrence and intensity;
weather, in particular, can cause
significant fluctuations. The
evaluation scheme would need to

a particular class

include provision for recording and

proach.

It

assumes that it

is

better

for the representatives of an action

designed

for

would be given by the forestry
agency employee, not the teacher.
Each development program approach has its advantages and disadvantages, which have to be
weighed by the planner. The selfhelp approach takes longer but is
less costly and tends to make the
problem of legitimation easier.
Some combination of the two approaches can generally be worked

program out for specific client groups.
Whatever approach is decided
upon, development programs depend on the recruitment of three

should be aware that two major approaches tend to be followed. In the
United States, the so-called "selfhelp" approach is very popular.
Under such a scheme the action
social system (here, forestry agencies) attempts to get members of
target community groups to

classes of actors— legitimizers, dif-

fusers

and

implementers.

Legitimizers serve to credit the objectives and goals of the program in
the eyes of the local populace; dif-

analyzing weather parameters and
known and suspected deter-

other

minants

of

fire

occurrence.

A

reduced rate that
could not be explained by changes
in other influencing factors would
signal initial success of the
development program. Even then,
the lower rate should be maintained for a period of time (3 to 5
years, perhaps) before the intensity
of the effort is diminished. At that
significantly

the locally-based developunit could be transferred to
another area or assignment, but
the parent organization should
closely watch the area to assure
time,

ment

that

the

deteriorate

situation
to

the

does not
pre-program

state.

The Proposed Action Program
in

Summary

The

sociological research done
under the auspices of the Southern
Forest Experiment Station of the

USDA Forest Service and the State
Forestry Commissions of
Louisiana and Mississippi
provides a depth and breadth of understanding of the forest incendiary problem in the South not
heretofore fully comprehended.

understanding is: program strategy in keeping with
problem of incendiary fire the concept of community or area
prevention must be attacked on a development. Such a strategy is
broad community or area-wide proposed for consideration by
basis if it is to be coped with those having responsibilities in

The

gist of this

the

successfully. This conclusion, fully

supported

by

the information
derived firom the investigations, at
once explains the uneven success of
past programs and suggests a new
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connection with forest
tion policy
tion.

fire

preven-

and program formula-

Concluding Statement
to

The scope of the "total" approach
fire prevention programming

outUned in this chapter calls for a
major commitment to prevention
on the part of those organizations
(primarily public) charged with the
perennial task of renewable
resource protection.

To put

it

most

suggests a commitment start in this direction. In essence,
that normally fire prevention practice must be inassociated with programmatic ef- stitutionalized in fire control
forts of relatively short duration. organizations at least on a par with
Upgrading of the prevention job or that level traditionally reserved for
role, per se, and enhancement of fire suppression (Dixon, 1971).
career opportunities to develop
qualified personnel would be a
strongly,

it

transcending

lis

19

19

R.

19

19
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19'
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